
Antique sale 859 to be held on 09th August and 10th August of 2023

INDEX AND ORDER OF SALE START LOT

9th of August
Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue 1
Sale starts at 10am

9th of August
European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware 401
Not before 1.30pm

9th of August
Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets, Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc 551
Not before 2.30pm

10th of August
Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints 801
Sale starts at 10am

10th of August
Clocks and Scientific Instruments 851
Not before 10.30am

10th of August
Rugs and Carpets 881
Not before 10.45am

10th of August
Antique and Fine Quality Furniture 931
Not before 11am

PUBLIC VIEWING

Friday 4th August 9am - 5pm

Saturday 5th August 9am - 12 noon

Monday 7th August 9am - 5.30pm

Tuesday 8th August 9am - 7pm

IMPORTANT NOTICES

PHONE BIDS Limited telephone bidding is available for Antique auctions, please ensure lines are booked by
no later than 5pm Tuesday, prior to the Auction.

BIDDING Prior to bidding you will be required to register for a Paddle Number, two forms of identity with
proof of address and a home telephone number will be required.

COMMISSION Buyers Premium of 20% plus vat (24% inclusive) is payable on the hammer price of every lot.

PAYMENT Payment is welcome by debit card. Payment by cheque is not accepted.

CLEARING Clearing of items is allowed during the auction except furniture and rugs

DELIVERY For delivery of furniture we recommend Libbys Transport 01306 886755 or mobile 07831
799319
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Silver, Silver Plated items, Jewellery & Objects of Virtue

Please note all weights are approximate, watches are sold as seen and may not
be in working order

1 A 9ct yellow gold engine turned square cigarette case, gross 93.4 grams, Birmingham 1929 ( photo centre
pages ) £900-1200

2 A sovereign 1889 £300-350

3 A 9ct yellow gold engine turned vesta, Birmingham 1938, gross 22.4 grams £200-250

4 A sovereign 1899 £300-350

5 A commemorative 24ct gold, 100 euro coin 2010, 31.1 grams ( photo centre pages ) £1300-1500

6 A 9ct yellow gold bracelet with heart padlock, 18cm, 12 grams £150-180

7 A Sovereign 1926 £300-350

8 A yellow metal stamped 333 stylish gold pendant with with a cabochon amethyst 8.6 grams 5cm £150-180

9 A Sovereign 1888 £300-350

10 A half sovereign 1913 £150-180

11 A yellow metal bracelet, 21cm, 15.5 grams £150-180

13 Elizabeth Gage, a yellow metal 18ct wide wedding band decorated with the star sign Cancer, 17mm wide, size
R, with original box 18.7 grams £700-900

This ring is in good condition. The box is generally in good condition though is slightly bent at the hinge so
does not close flush plus the centre stem has been padded to better hold the ring. The ring is marked "EG"
and "GAGE" to the inside of the band.

14 A yellow metal 9ct gate bracelet and padlock 12.6 grams 18cm £120-140

15 A Turkish 100 Piastres Kurush 1923 7.2 grams £250-300

16 A 19th Century gold plated pair cased pocket watch with white enamelled dial and seconds at 6 o'clock, the
movement engraved Robert Swan no.21 London, finely engraved with masks and scrolls and set with a mine
cut diamond, the cover engraved Robert Swan London no.21, the case stamped GS, the movement contained
in a 50mm case, the outer case 58mm, complete with key £100-150

This watch is in working order. The dial is in good condition and the hinge is sound. The watch is gold plated
(NOT gold). The only marks is "GS" to the inner cover.

17 A half Krugerrand 1995 contained in a 4.3 gram 9ct mount ( photo centre pages ) £700-900

18 A sovereign 1906 £300-350

19 A yellow metal necklace 46cm, 10.2 grams £120-150

20 A spade guinea 179? (date rubbed) 8.5 grams £280-320

21 A 9ct yellow gold Albert with T bar and 2 clasps 19.2 grams £250-300

22 A sovereign 1932, contained in a 3.7 gram 9ct mount £340-380

23 A yellow metal 14k leaf brooch set with a cultured pearl 65mm 7.3 grams £130-160

24 A yellow metal penny farthing brooch by Paul Eaton, 12.9 grams ( photo centre pages ) £350-400

25 A yellow metal 585 bracelet 20cm 15.7 grams £200-220

26 A spade guinea 1788, 8.6 grams, with soldered yellow metal mount £280-320

27 An 18ct yellow gold sapphire and diamond ring, size R 1/2, 5.2 grams £80-120

28 A 9ct yellow gold necklace, 59cm, 19.3 grams £250-300

29 A half sovereign 1900 £150-180
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30 A yellow and white metal bar brooch set with 3 diamonds in the shape of a flower, each stone approx. 0.15ct, 2
grams, 35mm £150-200

31 A half sovereign 1902 £150-180

32 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band, size J, 2.5 grams £60-80

33 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band size M 1/2, 4.5 grams £120-150

34 A half sovereign 1914 with a yellow metal mount 0.4 grams £150-180

35 A white metal 585 topaz and diamond dress ring size Q, 3.8 grams £150-180

36 A half sovereign 1901 £150-180

37 A yellow metal 9ct necklace, 38cm, 17.7 grams £200-250

38 A 9ct yellow gold signet ring size R, a ditto size T 1/2, a cut ditto and a pair of ear studs 10.9 grams £120-150

39 A 9ct yellow gold identity bracelet 10.4 grams, 20cm £120-150

40 A 9ct yellow gold wide wedding band size V, 7.7 grams £90-120

41 Two 9ct yellow gold bracelets, 4.9 grams £60-80

42 Five gem set rings, size L, a yellow metal signet ring and necklace, 11 grams £120-150

43 A yellow metal wedding band 4.1 grams size L £40-60

44 A 9ct yellow gold signet ring size R, ditto padlock, 7 grams £80-100

The top face of the signet ring measures 14mm x 11mm. It has some minor scratches but is otherwise in good
condition.

45 A yellow metal garnet ring size N 1/2, Victorian mourning brooch together with other Victorian and later
jewellery £50-75

46 A 22ct yellow gold wedding band 3.9 grams, size S £120-150

47 Two 22ct yellow gold wedding bands 4.6 grams, sizes J and P £140-180

48 Two 18ct yellow gold wedding bands 4.7 grams, sizes L and M 1/2 £120-150

49 Two 9ct yellow gold gem set rings 4.2 grams, size O, 2 18ct yellow gold diamond and diamond and sapphire
rings, 4.7 grams, size P £100-140

51 A 9ct yellow gold engine turned rectangular pill box with engine turned decoration, London 1917, 69.4 grams,
by the Goldsmiths and Silversmiths Company 75mm x 45mm x 14mm ( photo centre pages ) £800-1200

This box is fully hallmarked with an English mark and is in good condition

52 A Victorian style 9ct yellow gold garnet and opal ring, 2.4 grams, size O 1/2 £40-60

53 A yellow metal engraved 14kt engine turned propelling pencil, 14.5cm, gross weight 35.7 grams ( photo centre
pages ) £200-300

54 A yellow metal engine turned propelling pencil with hardstone engraved monogram, gross weight 21.8 grams
£100-150

The propelling function does not work. The item is not marked and the end seal is in good condition

55 A yellow metal 9ct mounted double portrait cameo brooch 50mm x 40mm £50-75

56 A yellow metal mounted portrait cameo brooch 55mm x 40mm £50-75

57 A Victorian style turquoise set cameo portrait brooch pendant £40-60

58 A yellow metal stamped 18 articulated fish pendant with coral eyes 5.7 grams, 40mm £80-120

59 A yellow metal stamped 14k oval cameo brooch decorated with a lady and cherub £40-60

60 A yellow metal cameo ring 4.7 grams, size L 1/2 £40-60

61 A yellow metal cloisonne pendant depicting a bird on a branch 35mm, gross weight 8 grams £40-60

63 An 18ct yellow gold oval opal and diamond cluster ring, the opal 12mm x 10mm, the 14 brilliant cut diamonds
each approx. 0.07ct, gross weight 8.6 grams, size L ( photo centre pages ) £1500-1800
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64 A stylish Orator Art Deco silver curve shaped mechanical wristwatch, the back numbered 58658 45mm x
26mm ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

This watch is not working, the winder is loose and the face is discoloured. We do not have the tools to open
the back of the watch and it would have to be opened to attach a new strap as the fittings are inside the case.

65 An 18ct white gold ring set with 2 pear shaped black onyx stones, 5.8 grams, size O 1/2 £100-150

66 A Victorian engraved oval gilt locket 50mm £30-40

67 A lady's 1930's steel cased Omega wristwatch on a later chromium bracelet £40-60

This watch is not working order and the face is discoloured

68 A Victorian style 9ct yellow gold 5 stone opal ring, 3.4 grams, size O 1/2 £60-80

69 A yellow metal 9ct double opal necklace together with a ditto bar brooch and circular locket £100-150

70 A 9ct yellow gold horseshoe pendant and minor gold jewellery, 11.7 grams together with a yellow metal dental
filling £120-150

71 A gentleman's yellow metal hardstone signet ring, size U 1/2, 3 gem set rings size  M (1 missing a stone),
gross weight 10.2 grams £80-120

72 Two 9ct yellow gold gem set rings 3.2 grams size M and 2 18ct ditto 5.3 grams size M £100-150

73 An Edwardian silver engine turned vesta with scroll decoration Birmingham 1909 together with a white metal
mechanical pocket watch the dial inscribed Centennial 50mm (not working) £40-60

74 Two pairs of silver cufflinks and minor costume jewellery £35-45

75 A Norman Grant silver and enamelled Mistletoe pendant together with a 925 necklace, 49 grams £120-140

Additional images added.

76 A quantity of vintage costume jewellery and watches £40-60

77 Three yellow metal gem set bar brooches, gross weight 5.6 grams and minor vintage costume jewellery
£50-75

78 A George III silver pair cased keywind pocket watch, London 1817, the movement inscribed Desbois and
Wheeler, London 2824 with fancy engraved cock set with a mine cut diamond approx. 0.10ct £200-250

This watch is working intermittently. There are some minor scratches to the case, the dial is in good condition
and there is a personalised inscription to the inner cover.

79 A gilt brooch in the form of a bird holding a flower set with turquoise stones 55mm £40-50

80 A silver half hunter pocket watch with mechanical movement and seconds at 6 o'clock, the dial inscribed J W
Benson London, Birmingham 1930, contained in original fitted case £150-180

This watch is in working order. The dial, glass and hands are in good condition, there are some minor
scratches to the case and the inner cover has a personalised inscription. All hinges are generally sound and all
covers close flush

81 A lady's rectangular gilt metal cased Omega De Ville wristwatch on a gilt bracelet, together with original
Omega bracelet £40-50

This watch is not in working order. It has a quartz movement and probably just requires a new battery

82 A lady's Certina automatic calendar Festival wristwatch contained in a steel case on a leather strap £40-60

This watch is in working condition

83 A lady's gilt cased Rotary wristwatch on a gilt bracelet and a Seiko quartz wristwatch £30-40

84 A silver charm bracelet 65 grams £30-40

The bracelet is hall marked near the clasp and most of the charms are marked "silver".

85 A silver charm bracelet 38.4 grams £30-40

The bracelet is hall marked near the clasp and most of the charms are marked "silver" or "925"
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86 A strand of cultured pearls with a yellow metal 750 clasp 44cm, a ditto multi strand necklace 40cm and an
imitation ditto £40-50

87 A Victorian carved lava portrait bracelet, 2 fruit knives and 2 silver necklaces £40-60

Additional images added.

88 A Victorian white metal oval locket with enamelled decoration in the form of a cherub 5cm, minor curios £40-60

Additional images added.

89 A Breitling Sprint plastic cased stopwatch with original box and a gentleman's Accurist 2 colour quartz
movement wristwatch in original box £40-60

90 A silver and enamelled Thai brooch, pair of earrings, tie pin, 2 thimbles £30-40

91 A silver mounted cameo brooch and minor costume jewellery £40-50

92 A gun metal cased Goliath pocket watch contained in a 60mm case and 5 wristwatches £40-50

The pocket watch has a cracked dial but is in working order

93 An Edwardian gilt locket and minor costume jewellery £30-40

94 A lady's 9ct yellow gold wristwatch by Astral and minor vintage and other costume jewellery £40-60

95 A multi strand coral bead necklace 40cm and minor costume jewellery £30-40

96 A 925 cased mechanical pocket watch, a keywind ditto, 2 other pocket watches and 6 other watches £40-60

The 1st pocket watch is in working order. Image of John Walker pocket watch movement added.

97 A silver bracelet, 1 other, 2 badges and a cameo brooch, 94 grams £40-60

98 A pair of white metal turquoise ear studs £30-40

99 A 925 standard mechanical pocket watch with seconds at 6 o'clock, 1 other and 4 wristwatches £40-60

100 A cased set of Edwardian dress studs and minor vintage and other costume jewellery £40-60

101 A Victorian gilt oval agate brooch 75mm £40-50

102 A lady's steel cased Cartier Panthere de Cartier quartz wristwatch contained in a 20mm case with original
bracelet, certificate, box and folder £600-800

This watch is not in working order, the sapphire winder is chipped and the case is scratched

103 A 9ct yellow gold opal pendant and chain, a ditto pendant on a gilt chain, 2 pairs of yellow metal ear studs,
gross weight 9 grams £80-120

104 A white metal horseshoe brooch and minor silver jewellery, gross weight 25 grams £30-40

105 An Arts and Crafts style silver hammer patterned 4 piece tea and coffee and set comprising teapot, coffee pot,
milk jug and sugar bowl, on pad feet, by J B Chatterley and Sons, Birmingham 1927, gross weight 2026 grams
( photo centre pages ) £800-1200

106 An Art Deco silver 2 handled rose bowl with swags and ribbon decoration, Birmingham 1930, 928 grams, 28cm
( photo centre pages ) £300-400

107 An Edwardian pierced and repousse silver bowl decorated with flowers, Chester 1902, 372 grams, 30cm
£120-150

108 A silver pierced and repousse tapered spill vase, Birmingham 1947, gross weight 269 grams, 26cm £60-90

There are minor dents to the vase

109 A pair of Edwardian silver waisted vases with egg and dart decoration, Sheffield 1903, 500 grams, 19cm
£160-190

110 A pair of Indian white metal repousse tapered vases decorated with deities 13cm £60-80

111 A stylish Art Nouveau silver plated jug decorated with flowers numbered 01212/3 25cm £40-60

112 An Edwardian silver card tray with Chippendale rim on scroll feet London 1908, 456 grams, 21cm £150-200

113 A silver pierced stand with scroll decoration Sheffield 1946, 534 grams 26cm ( photo centre pages ) £200-250

114 A George III silver fiddle pattern monogrammed basting spoon, London 1810, 138 grams £50-60
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115 A Tiffany & Co Sterling silver engraved decoration dish numbered 20742 106 grams, 12cm £40-60

116 A silver ashtray Law Society 1986 to 1989 Birmingham 1988 139 grams 12.5cm £30-50

117 A silver baluster mug with S scroll handle London 1921, 134 grams, 9.5cm £50-75

118 A Victorian silver ovoid shaped shaker on ball feet, London 1876, 81 grams, 8cm £40-50

There are minor dents to this lot

119 A silver rectangular engraved trinket box with suede interior bearing an armorial of the Prince Charles The
Prince of Wales, with engine turned feathered decoration, London 1975, stamped Gerald Benny London 1979,
gross weight 172 grams, 9.5cm £650-850

There is a minor dent to the lid

120 A novelty silver inkwell in the form form of a bell with glass liner, Birmingham 1946 8.5cm £100-140

121 A pair of silver coasters London 1977 13cm £40-50

One is dented

122 A silver pepper mill London 1977 £40-50

123 A silver baluster sugar shaker Birmingham 1926, 99 grams, 18cm £40-50

This lot is dented

124 A Georgian silver cream jug with egg and dart ring and carved armorial, 110 grams, 9.5cm, rubbed marks
£40-60

125 A silver engine turned cigarette case 131 grams gross, Birmingham 1938, engraved monogram £40-50

126 A silver baluster tankard with S scroll handle Birmingham 1930, engraved monogram, 86 grams, 9cm £30-40

127 A Victorian silver pierced boat shaped dish London 1895, 71 grams, 16.5cm £30-40

128 A silver 5 piece condiment set with blue glass liners Birmingham 1945, 111 grams, boxed £40-60

129 A Victorian silver 7 bar toast rack raised on scrolled feet London 1884, 362 grams, 16cm £100-150

The base of this toast rack is slightly bent so it does not quite sit flat. The first upright is also slightly bent. The
lot is otherwise in good condition having no repairs or significant damage

130 A silver egg cup, spoon and napkin ring Sheffield 1953, 78 grams, cased £30-50

131 A pair of Victorians style repousse silver double photograph frames, London 1970, 10cm £40-60

132 A silver thimble Birmingham 1936, 14 others - 1 cased and 4 plated ditto £40-60

133 A pair of Victorian style repousse silver photograph frames with scroll decoration London 1989 10cm £40-60

134 A Victorian silver repousse vesta with scroll decoration and armorial Birmingham 1898, ditto Birmingham 1906,
70 grams gross £60-80

135 A Victorian engraved silver vesta Chester 1901, a ditto Birmingham 1888, gross weight 45 grams £40-60

136 A Victorian style silver heart shaped photograph frame, London 1987, ditto London 1988, both 6cm and 1 other
London 1989 6cm £40-50

137 An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1902, a ditto Birmingham 1901, gross weight 48 grams £40-50

138 An Edwardian repousse silver rectangular ring box on scroll feet Sheffield 1903 9cm £80-120

139 A silver engine turned pull out vesta Birmingham 1929, gross weight 55 grams £40-60

140 A pair of Art Nouveau style repousse silver photograph frames London 1987, 9cm £70-90

141 Two silver vestas Birmingham 1906 and Birmingham 1913, gross weight 41 grams £30-40

142 A Victorian style trinket box with repousse silver lid depicting Reynolds angels London 1987, 10cm £30-50

143 A circular trinket box with repousse silver Reynolds angels lid, London 1989, 16.5cm £40-60

144 A silver plated Manx vesta in the form of a book and 3 other plated vestas £30-40

145 An Art Nouveau style repousse silver easel photograph frame decorated with flowers Sheffield 1988, 30cm
£60-80
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146 An Edwardian silver thimble Birmingham 1907, 7 others and 11 plated ditto £30-50

147 A silver tazza Birmingham 1925, weighted, 15cm £30-50

148 A silver wine coaster London 1971 13cm £30-50

149 A silver mug with presentation inscription London 1919, 280 grams, 9cm £80-120

150 A pair of Edwardian silver plated knife rests in the form of reclining hounds 6cm £30-40

151 An oval silver tea caddy with engraved monogram London 1919, 149 grams, 9.5cm £40-60

152 A Victorian silver preserve spoon Sheffield 1881, a pickle fork, 2 silver napkin rings, a cane top and minor
items, weighable silver 122 grams £40-60

153 A 18th Century Continental white metal repousse box with fluted decoration 123 grams, engraved AB 1798,
8cm £100-150

This box is generally in good condition. Both halves have the same marks at the end.

154 A silver and tortoiseshell serpentine silver trinket box on scroll feet Birmingham 1922 12cm £100-150

155 A Continental repousse silver dome topped chest on turned feet decorated with figures in extensive
landscapes import marks London 1890 136 grams, 6.5cm £80-120

156 A pair of silver 5 division toast racks on ball feet, Birmingham 1912 and 1914, 1 other, 116 grams £60-80

157 A pair of Victorian silver napkin rings with repousse armorial decoration Sheffield 1895, 76 grams £40-60

Both rings are in good condition having no damage or significant scratches. They are made by Mappin &
Webb.

158 A silver engine turned rectangular cigarette case Birmingham 1943, engraved monogram, 241 grams gross
£80-120

159 A Victorian oval silver pill box with patent hinge lid London 1884, 42 grams, engraved monogram, 55mm
£35-45

160 An Edwardian silver cream jug with S scroll handle on paw feet Birmingham 1906, 71 grams, 9cm £30-40

161 A silver cigarette case with engraved monogram Birmingham 1909, a ditto match sleeve with engraved
monogram Birmingham 1924, gross weight 94 grams £40-50

162 A silver and enamelled Art Nouveau scent bottle with turquoise decoration 7.5cm £40-60

There is a minor bruise to one of the enamelled panels and a small dent to one side of the silver lid. The lid is
hallmarked but the marks are worn. The glass is in good condition.

163 A silver napkin ring London 1924 and 6 others, 167 grams £50-75

164 A silver 3 piece tea set comprising teapot, sugar bowl and milk jug Birmingham 1919, 854 grams gross
including ebony mounts £200-300

All three pieces have minor dents but are otherwise in good condition.

165 A silver napkin ring London 1924 and 5 others, 108 grams £40-60

166 A Victorian silver demi-fluted 3 piece tea set with ebony mounts, Birmingham 1885, gross weight 643 grams
£180-220

All items in this set are generally in good condition.

167 A George III silver meat skewer London 1806, 69 grams £40-50

168 A silver baluster mug with simple handle, Birmingham 1916 (dented), 4 silver spoons and a pair of nips 261
grams together with 2 plated spoons £50-75

169 A Victorian silver apostle dessert spoon London 1872 and minor spoons etc, weighable silver 170 grams
£40-60

170 A silver mustard with blue glass liner, 4 silver mounted glass bowls, 2 spill vases, a mustard spoon and 2
teaspoons, weighable silver 133 grams £40-60
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171 A silver engine turned napkin ring Birmingham 1928 and 4 others, 2 plated ditto, weighable silver 124 grams
£40-60

172 An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1907 and 1 other Birmingham 1898 a ditto pencil and cigar cutter
£30-40

173 An Edwardian repousse silver pin tray decorated with Reynolds angels Birmingham 1902, 3 bookmarks, a
button hook, mounted scent and box, weighable silver 49 grams, together with a gilt tooth pick £30-50

175 An Edwardian silver stylish egg cup and egg holder, Birmingham 1907, makers mark JTH and JHM, 76 grams
£40-60

176 A Georgian style silver plated caddy spoon and minor silver spoons etc, weighable silver 236 grams £50-75

177 A pair of 15ct yellow gold monogrammed cufflinks and a ditto stud, gross weight 7.6 grams £90-120

178 An Edwardian yellow metal 3 stone diamond tie pin, approx. 0.15ct, together with 3 turquoise and yellow metal
studs, gross weight 5.5 grams, both cased £40-60

179 A gun metal mechanical chronograph pocket watch with 2 subsidiary dials, with 'Miles Per Hour From 1/4 Mile
Distances' outer ring  contained in a 50mm case numbered 40831 £50-75

This watch is in working condition but the dial is damaged

180 A white metal ginbari enamelled buckle decorated with flowers, another buckle and a beadwork necklace
£40-50

181 A Sterling silver candle snuffer Birmingham 2000, a lidded trinket box and minor items £40-50

182 A silver cylindrical pepperette London 1952, 1 other and a mustard 88 grams £30-40

183 A silver and tortoiseshell powder jar Birmingham 1925, a ditto hair tidy, 2 similar mounted scents £40-60

184 Four silver engraved napkin rings Sheffield 1975, 57 grams, boxed £40-50

185 Six silver and enamel cocktail sticks in the form of cockerels Birmingham 1954, a mounted hair tidy, hand
mirror, ashtray and hair brush £40-60

186 Six silver apostle teaspoons London 1916, a set of coffee spoons and 6 bean end coffee spoons, gross weight
144 grams £50-70

187 An Elizabethan silver seal top apostle spoon with bird seal to the finial, possibly London 1589, 58 grams (
photo centre pages ) £400-500

This spoon is in good condition.

188 A pair of 19th Century Continental silver serving spoons with engraved armorials to the front and reverse 172
grams £80-100

These spoons are generally in good condition.

189 Six bright cut silver teaspoons and sugar nips Sheffield 1932 and 1 other cased set of 6 silver teaspoons
Sheffield 1931, 136 grams £40-50

190 A cased set of 6 silver Art Deco grapefruit spoons London 1935, 165 grams £50-75

191 A Victorian style repousse silver easel mirror with scroll decoration and vacant cartouche, London 1987, 38cm
£100-150

192 A Georg Jensen silver tazza with hammer pattern bowl and spiral stem with applied grape decoration no.263
B, 593 grams, 19.5cm ( photo centre pages ) £1000-1200

This lot has some minor scratches to the bowl but is otherwise in good condition.

193 A William IV silver pap boat of plain form London 1836, 55 grams £50-75

194 A George III silver pap boat of plain form with engraved armorial London 1815, 55 grams £50-75

195 A William IV repousse silver cream jug with engraved armorial and floral decoration 117 grams, 10cm £40-50

The lip is split

196 A Victorian silver mounted cut glass toilet jar London 1899, 3 other mounted items £30-40
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197 A silver coffee spoon Birmingham 1932, minor tea and coffee spoons, 212 grams £50-75

198 An Irish silver cream jug Dublin 1916, a silver mustard, napkin ring, 190 grams £50-75

199 A silver vesta Birmingham 1922, 1 other and a silver engine turned cigarette lighter £30-40

200 A Victorian silver miniature brandy warmer with turned wood handle Birmingham 1894, a miniature coffee pot,
etui, silver stamp envelope with photograph frame to the reverse £50-75

The etui does not have any contents.

201 A Victorian silver and mother of pearl fruit knife Sheffield 1881, 6 others £40-60

202 A silver miniature hand mirror 7cm, 2 silver mounted pen knives, a pencil holder, propelling pencil and minor
items £50-75

203 A yellow metal 9ct mounted amber cigar holder, 2 others and minor items £30-40

204 A silver fob inscribed 1887 and minor silver jewellery, etc £40-50

205 An Edwardian silver mounted ruby glass scent with stopper 7.5cm, 2 others £30-50

The ruby glass scent is hallmarked silver. The lid has a minor dent to the back and there is a 10mm crack to
the top end of the glass. The lid fits securely and operates well.
The other 2 scents are not hallmarked. The faceted scent has some dents to the lid and the circular scent is in
good condition

206 A Sterling circular bon bon dish with pierced decoration Birmingham 1921, a trophy cup and spoon, 94 grams
£40-50

207 A pair of Edwardian silver posy vases with repousse scroll decoration Sheffield 1903, 17cm £30-50

Both are dented

208 A Victorian style oval repousse silver easel photograph frame with scroll decoration London 1987 33cm
£80-120

209 An Edwardian silver photograph frame Birmingham 1902 10cm, a pair of Victorian silver mustard spoons
London 1883 and minor items, weighable silver 39 grams £30-40

210 A Victorian style circular silver trinket box on scroll feet Birmingham 1957, 8cm £30-40

211 An Edwardian silver backed hand mirror with Reynolds angels decoration Birmingham 1901, 2 silver backed
brushes £30-40

212 An Edwardian silver backed hair brush and 2 clothes brushes with Reynolds angels decoration, London 1909
and an engine turned hair brush £30-40

213 A yellow metal 18ct princess cut single stone diamond ring approx. 0.3ct, size L, 2.5 grams £300-400

214 An Edwardian yellow metal 15ct ruby and pearl tie pin and 3 others £30-40

215 An Edwardian silver plated demi-fluted tea kettle on stand with burner £40-50

216 A 2 colour 9ct gold wedding band size N and a gem set cross pendant, 4.9 grams gross £50-70

217 Three silver dinner forks Sheffield 1916 and 4 ditto dessert forks Sheffield 1909, 434 grams £200-250

218 A set of 6 silver seal top coffee spoons Sheffield 1916, pair of dwarf candlesticks 7cm and a bangle £50-70

219 An Art Deco silver dressing table set comprising 2 hair brushes and 2 clothes brushes Birmingham 1932,
cased, together with a silver tapered vase 10cm £40-60

220 A silver plated mounted glass ewer with S scroll handle 28cm £40-50

221 A Victorian walnut dome topped toilet box containing 8 silver plated mounted bottles and 2 glass jars with base
drawer £40-60

The box has some very minor scratches but is otherwise in good condition.

222 A Victorian silver Senior Wardens jewel in the form of a level, London 1876, 46 grams £40-60
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223 A Victorian walnut toilet box containing 7 boxes with silver plated mounts, 4 bottles and minor mother of pearl
handled implements and base drawer £40-60

The box has some very minor scratches but is otherwise in good condition.

224 A set of 12 silver Royal Horticultural Society spoons, Sheffield 1973, 329 grams, cased £120-150

225 A 19th Century Russian icon depicting Mary and The Boy Child with repousse silver floral ocklad 32cm x 26cm
£150-200

The halo section is loose but the icon is otherwise generally in good condition.

226 A Swiss singing bird automaton music box in the manor of Reuge designed with a singing bird with moving
wings beneath a gilt oval repousse cover with a scene of revellers and birds, contained in a burr walnut case
3.5cm x 10cm x 6.5cm, the reverse with an opening flap, together with clock key

LOT AMENDMENT - The bird shaped originally catalogued with this lot has been added to lot 227 this lot now
comes with a simple clock key ( photo centre pages ) £500-700

This automaton is generally in good condition. The  mechanism works as does the musical component
although the beak of the bird does not open

227 An early 20th Century gilt metal musical automaton bird box in the manor of Karl Griesbaum, the box profusely
decorated with scrolls and filigree, the multi coloured bird with moving wings and beak 4cm x 10.5cm x 6.5cm
with bird shaped key 
 
LOT AMENDMENT - The bird shaped key originally catalogued with Lot 226 has been added to this lot and the
clock key that was with to this lot has been added to lot 226 ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

This lot is in good condition and is currently in working order.

228 A pair of Edwardian horn, onyx and diamond cufflinks 2.5 grams £40-60

229 A set of 6 Guinness advertising buttons boxed £40-50

230 A Victorian silver mounted walking cane Chester 1893 and 4 others £50-60

231 A silver mounted walking stick Birmingham 1918 and 6 others £40-60

232 A silver mounted walking cane London 1913 and 4 others £40-50

233 A silver mounted ebony walking cane London 1917 and 3 others £35-45

234 An Art Deco 9ct yellow gold mounted walking cane and 2 others £50-75

235 An Edwardian silver mounted walking stick London 1905, 2 others £40-50

236 An Edwardian silver plated rectangular 2 handled tray with shell decoration 72cm £40-50

237 A canteen of silver rat tail cutlery comprising 12 silver handled dessert knives, 12 silver handled dinner knives,
12 silver dessert forks, 12 silver dinner forks, 12 silver tea spoons, 11 silver dessert spoons, 11 silver soup
spoons, 4 silver tablespoons and 2 ladles, Sheffield 1996, 3566 grams (excluding knives) ( photo centre pages
) £1000-1400

The case is distressed

238 An Indian white metal handled parasol, a ditto with silver mounts and a walking cane £40-50

239 A mahogany canteen containing a set of silver plated and mother of pearl dessert eaters for 18 with engraved
blades , contained in a mahogany canteen £60-80

240 Twenty gilt commemorative medallions £30-40

241 Twelve card albums of pre-1947 UK coinage £30-40

242 A quantity of pre-1947 UK coinage, 293 grams together with an album of mixed coins £60-80

243 Two Royal Mint Paddington silver proof coins 2018 "At The Station", 2 silver Paddington 50 pence coins 2019
"At The Tower" and a ditto Beatrix Potter 2016 proof 50p coin, all boxed £60-80
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244 A platinum 9 stone diamond cluster ring approx. 1.4ct, size I 1/2, 4.2 grams ( photo centre pages ) £600-800

245 Eighteen commemorative silver crowns 2007, 504 grams, cased, together with 4 cupro nickel commemorative
coins £200-250

246 An Edwardian silver vesta Birmingham 1908, 32 grams gross £30-40

247 A Victorian commemorative bronze medallion 1837 to 1897, a quantity of UK and world coinage and bank
notes £100-150

248 A collection of coins and banknotes £30-40

Image of banknotes added

249 A quantity of world coins including a money bank £30-40

250 A Dimple bottle containing a large quantity of sixpences, a quantity of commemorative crowns £30-40

251 Five United Kingdom uncirculated coin sets - 1982, 1987, 1997 (x2) and 1998, 3 other cased sets £30-50

252 A quantity of world coins and banknotes £30-40

253 A collection of commemorative crowns and coins £35-45

254 A World War One death plaque to Sidney Naish £50-75

255 A quantity of United Kingdom commemorative crowns and coins £30-40

256 A quantity of pre-1947 UK coinage 215 grams £60-80

257 Five Anglo Saxon coins and 3 bronze artefacts, framed £90-120

258 An 1878 one dollar coin mounted on a brass stand and marble base to swivel, engraved "Decisions, decisions,
decisions" £30-40

259 A collection of 12 Roman bronze coins and artefacts, framed, £90-120

260 A 1970 Coinage of Great Britain uncirculated set together with minor crowns,coins and commemorative
medals £30-40

261 A quantity of world coins and bank notes £30-40

262 A quantity of pre-1947 UK coinage, 450 grams £80-120

263 A large quantity of mainly early 20th Century Greek banknotes £50-75

Additional images added.

264 A large quantity of mainly early 20th Century Turkish banknotes £50-75

Additional images added.

265 A quantity of world coins £30-40

266 An album of Roman and later coinage £40-50

267 Nine 1963 30 drachma coins and 1 other, 174 grams £50-75

268 A General Service medal to Lt.G.M.Clarke. Q.A.R.A.M.C. with Cyprus bar, a cased Imperial Service Medal to
Marjorie Kate Potkins £40-50

269 A World War One trio of medals comprising 1914-1915 star, War Medal and Victory Medal
3000.L.CPL.J.Levett.23/Lond.R. £50-75

270 A General Service medal to 23351473 Pte.W.Ward.MX. with Cyprus bar and a National Service medal £40-50

271 A World War One trio of medals 1914 Star and 1914 bar, War Medal and Victory Medal to 68.S Driver
E.R.Heath M.T.R.M.Div. with 1914 bar, together with miniatures and 1914 Christmas tin with written inscription
Dr G R Heath, together with a photograph of the recipient with his bus with later silver driver medallions with
bars 1928 to 1941 £200-300

The medals belonged to 68.S Driver E.R.Heath M.T.R.M.Div.
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272 A World War One pair of medals War Medal and Victory medal to G/18448 Pte.J.U.Hedgcock R.W.Kent.R.
£40-60

273 A World War One pair of medals War Medal and Victory Medal to 170008 Gnr.J.G.Green R.A. together with a
Special Constabulary medal to Ernest Jones £50-75

274 Minor commemorative crown and coins £30-40

275 Four silver gilt Buffalo jewels together with a bronze medallion and a silver sash jewel £50-75

276 A Victorian miniature New Zealand Virtutis Honor medal £50-75

This medal is not dated

277 A 9ct yellow gold Masonic jewel and 1 other, approx. 11 grams £100-150

278 A silver Masonic Founders jewel to Lodge 4336, 2 silver fobs and a bronze medallion £30-40

279 A Masonic Past Masters silver sash badge together with a Mark Master jewel and 2 medallions £30-40

280 A World War Two group of medals framed, comprising British War medal, 1939-45, Atlantic, Africa and Burma
stars to Mark Scott RN.1939-1953 £40-60

281 27 Chinese mother of pearl counters mixed shapes £30-50

282 A 19th Century French painted fan decorated with figures of ladies and a rural view, the mother of pearl sticks
with gilt decoration (4 sticks are broken) and 4 later fans £40-60

283 An early Victorian mother of pearl inlaid tortoiseshell sewing box with 5 (ex 6) implements, ditto cigarette box
and 2 hair pins £40-60

The tortoiseshell sewing box has some small pieces of metal inlaid stringing missing from the lid and a small
triangular piece of shell missing from the top right of the lid.

284 A Parker 61 black cased fountain pen and 7 others, a Waterman gilt propelling pencil and a Parker steel cased
fountain pen £50-75

285 A Parker silver gilt fountain pen with 14k nib, boxed £30-50

286 A 9ct yellow gold fox head pendant 7.5 grams £80-100

This pendant is 18mm wide, 16mm high (excluding the ring) and 10mm deep.

287 A 9ct yellow gold gate bracelet with padlock, 22.5 grams £250-300

288 A Montblanc 342 fountain pen £30-50

The cap is cracked

289 A Visconti cartridge fountain pen "Room in Arles" with white metal nib £40-50

The pen is ever so slightly loose in the barrel causing it to move out slightly when the lid is removed. The pen
is otherwise in good condition. It does not come with a box or paperwork.

290 An Onoto/Magna black fountain pen with 14ct nib £40-60

The 2 yellow metal bands at the bottom of the lid are slightly loose which has caused some light wear around
them. The pen is otherwise in good condition.

291 A 1930's Swan Mabie Todd snakeskin fountain pen with 14ct nib and black ditto £40-60

The snakeskin Swan pen has a hairline crack to the top end of the lid. The black Swan pen has a small dent to
the pocket clip, one of the yellow metal bands at the bottom of the lid is bent and the refill lever is ever so
slightly loose. Both are otherwise in good condition.

292 A Montblanc no.149 fountain pen with 18ct white gold nib £150-200

The pen with white gold nib has a chip to the end of the barrel. The Montblanc is in good condition.

293 A De La Rue blue marble fountain pen with 14ct yellow gold nib, a Waterman black cased Ideal fountain pen
with Ideal nib and a Pitmans Fono Deluxe black fountain pen with 14ct nib £40-60
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294 A vintage Onoto black fountain pen with 14ct nib and yellow metal 9ct banding to lid and body and chromium
clip, a Swan Mabie Todd black ditto with decorative yellow metal 18k banding to body and a white metal
engine turned fountain pen with 14ct nib £50-75

The white metal pen has staining and tarnishing but does not have any damage, splits or dents.

295 A vintage steel cased Waterman fountain pen, a gilt cased Cross fountain pen with 18ct nib £50-75

296 A vintage Conway Stewart 28 grey marble patched fountain pen £30-50

297 A Parker Slimfold black fountain pen with 14ct nib, ditto Sheaffer fountain pen (lacking clip), a Burnham no.65
green marbled fountain pen no.56 £30-50

298 A Montblanc rollerball pen "Pix" £50-75

299 A Platinum 3776 black fountain pen with 14ct gold nib £50-75

300 A Conway Stewart 73 black fountain pen with 14ct nib, a lady's Conway Dinkie 560 pink marbled fountain pen
with nib, 6 marbled fountain pens £50-75

The green pen at the top of the catalogue image is made by Eversharp.

301 A Montblanc 320 black fountain pen, a ditto no.22 fountain pen and a ditto Classic propelling pencil boxed
£60-80

The 320 fountain pen has a large crack to the lid, the 22 has a small graze to the side of the lid. The end of the
pencil is stuck inside the lid.

302 A collection of 27 commemorative, vintage and later compacts including Stratton £50-75

303 A collection of 24 vintage compacts including Stratton, Margaret Rose and others £40-60

304 A vintage shagreen style compact and 42 others £60-80

305 A silver hammer pattern purse with fitted interior Birmingham 1912 £40-50

Minor dents

306 A German white metal oval engraved compact and coin holder suspended from a white metal chain together
with a white metal Art Deco engraved lipstick holder with green glass cabochon mount £40-60

307 Four Royal Mint Beatrix Potter commemorative 50 pence coins, a collection of commemorative coins including
Olympics etc £40-60

308 A 19th Century miniature bluejohn shallow dish 35mm £50-75

There is a 1mm and 2mm chip to rim

309 An amberoid facetted necklace 74cm and one other necklace 64cm £30-40

310 A 19th century yellow metal bracelet with mourning padlock 18cm £50-70
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European and Oriental Ceramic and Glassware

IMPORTANT - All lots are sold as seen. If the Cataloguer sees obvious faults
they will be marked (f), or restoration marked (r) they may be indicated in the
catalogue, HOWEVER, it is the buyers responsibility to personally inspect every
item and to satisfy themselves as to quality, condition and description.

401 A pair of Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory and floral patterned twin handled club shaped vases, bases
impressed 854, Worcester mark, purple Worcester mark, X9 and MS  31cm h ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

402 A Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory and floral patterned handled vase with gilt cobra handles, the base
with purple Worcester mark and 1430 23cm h £80-120

403 A pair of Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory and rose decorated twin handled vases, the bases with purple
Royal Worcester mark, 3 dots and 982, 17cm £60-80

404 A pair of Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory twin handled vases of squat form, the bases with purple Royal
Worcester mark, 21 dots and 1747 15cm h £60-80

One vase has a small chip to the base, gilding lightly rubbed in places

405 A Victorian Royal Worcester bulbous shaped pot pourri decorated poppies and ears of corn, the base with
green Royal Worcester mark, 12 dots, 1314, complete with inner lid 12cm £80-120

406 A pair of Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory ground jugs, the base with purple Worcester mark, 1094, 13cm
£40-60

407 A Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory twin handled vase decorated flowers the base with purple Royal
Worcester mark, 1 dot, 1553, 22cm h £50-75

408 A Victorian Royal Worcester pot pourri/urn of reeded baluster form with floral decoration, base with green
Worcester mark, 10 dots, 1312, 17cm £40-60

This items lid is missing

409 A Victorian Royal Worcester blush ivory and floral patterned ewer and lid with mask spout base with purple
Worcester mark above a Z, 26cm h £60-90

Slight chip to the inside of the lid

410 A Lalique pin tray in the form of a wren with lower cased engraved marks, 9.5cm £40-50

There are very minor chips to the tail

411 A Brannam Barum style tapered cylindrical vase decorated with geometric patterns on a blue ground 34cm
£70-90

412 A Royal Doulton Centenary Count Dracula character jug D7053 with certificate £40-60

413 A pair of Sampson octagonal waisted vases (1 lacking its cover, the other with stuck knop) 18cm with armorial,
together with an ensuite octagonal baluster vase 12cm £40-60

414 An Art Pottery double gourd shaped brown glazed vase with incised geometric decoration 19cm £40-50

415 Four Clarice Cliff Bizarre pattern tea plates 18cm £40-60

Three of the plates are cracked and all have contact marks and scratches to the paintwork.

416 A first period Worcester blue and white tureen and cover with artichoke handle and twin swept shell handles
the cover with butterflies and flowers, the base and interior with flowers 26.5cm £130-160

The body of the tureen has some minor chips to the ends of the shell handles and a tiny chip to the rim. There
is a 1cm repaired chip to the inside of the rim. The lid has some small flaws in the glaze. The lot is otherwise in
good condition.
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417 A 19th Century circular cut glass mixing bowl/vase, enamelled The Legion of Honour 9cm contained in a
circular plush box, the lid marked A Paris Martin-Seyer £50-75

The glass has 3 very minor chips to the top rim and the box has some staining to the top and some minor wear
throughout. Both are otherwise in good condition.

418 Lalique, a glass figure of a standing horse Cheval Debout  raised on a rectangular metal base 14cm h ( photo
centre pages ) £300-400

419 A 19th Century Bohemian yellow ground fluted cup with polychrome floral decoration on a hexagonal base with
spreading foot and gilt borders 12cm £70-90

420 An 18th Century style cordial glass etched roses, engraved 'Health to all our fast friends' on a spreading foot
17cm h £50-75

421 A Whitefriars blue glass coffin vase 13cm £50-70

422 A Victorian Staffordshire Band of Hope figure group of 2 children, base marked 1847, 18cm h £50-75

Restoration to flags

423 William R Rector, a green and blue free form paperweight the base signed William R Rector 1995 Falling Edge
10cm £40-60

424 A Bing & Grondahl porcelain figure of a seated lady fishmonger, the base marked B&G 2233SA 20cm £50-75

425 A Masonic 19th Century etched glass rummer with square and compasses, pillars, working tools etc, 13cm
£40-60

426 An Art Glass pink opaque glass vase of trumpet shape 19cm £40-60

427 A 19th Century Bloor Derby circular inkwell with 5 pen rests 5cm £30-40

Cracked and crazed to the inside, interior missing

428 A pair of Griselda Hill pottery vases decorated flowers 17cm, bases marked SD £40-50

Some crazing

429 A pair of Orrefors panel cut decanters and stoppers, base marked Orrefors P2508-11, 28cm, 1 with a silver
plated port label £40-50

One stopper a/f, the other has chips

430 A Bretby pottery turquoise club shaped vase, impressed Bretby 2455D 19cm £40-60

431 A Coalport Majestic pattern twin handled urn and cover 22cm £40-60

432 A Rye Pottery figure of a lady riding a horse 19cm together with an unmarked yellow glazed pottery figure of a
Galle style cat with glass eyes 14cm £40-60

433 A White Cristal Italian (Naples) pink glass pedestal bowl raised on a shaped plated base decorated fruit 10cm
x 25cm £40-50

434 A pair of Royal Doulton blue and green salt glazed vases of waisted form, impressed Royal Doulton 6462,
incised EW, 33cm £40-60

Both vases have some small flaws in the glaze but are otherwise in good condition having no chips, cracks or
restoration.

435 A Griselda Hill Pottery for Wemyss figure of a seated pig 9cm and 1 other marked G.H.P MM 9cm £40-60

436 An Art Nouveau Continental gilt metal and etched glass, 2 handled, boat shaped table centrepiece 22cm x
35cm x 19cm £40-60

This centrepiece has 2 ground out chips to the inner rim below each handle

437 Six Griselda Hill Pottery cylindrical preserve jars decorated fruits 6cm £50-75

439 A set of 6 Waterford Lismore pattern wine glasses £60-80

440 An Art Deco blue pressed glass table centrepiece supported by 3 ladies with circular shaped bowl 31cm (in 2
sections) £40-60
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441 A near set of 7 champagne coupes with hollow stems £50-75

1 has small chip to base

442 A Shelley 23 piece Crabtree tea service comprising teapot, hot water jug, cream jug, sugar bowl, twin handled
plated, 6 tea plates (5 cracked), 6 cups and 6 saucers (2 cracked), bases marked Shelley Crabtree 11651,
together with a similar Caughley teapot £80-120

The teapot and hot water jug are both in good condition having no cracks, damage or crazing

443 A Stuart Crystal horizontal cut glass decanter and stopper 30cm £40-60

445 A Waterford Crystal glass timepiece contained in a scallop shaped case 7cm x 3cm x 1cm together with an
Edinburgh Crystal timepiece in the form of a miniature longcase clock 14cm £30-40

446 A Masons Ironstone octagonal jug the base with blue mark 23cm (paint missing to handle) together with an
unmarked Masons style oval meat plate 43cm £40-60

447 A 19th Century cut glass ewer raised on a circular base 18cm h, a ditto circular jar and cover 18cm, urn and
cover on a square base 19cm and a bowl and stand 14cm £40-60

448 A circular silver plated twin handed dish frame with 2 associated Doulton Burslem scallop shaped blush ivory
plates with floral decoration £40-60

449 A Royal Crown Derby Imari pattern Lazy Susan 42cm £50-75

450 A slipware shallow bowl decorated with a stylised bird and impressed marks 26.5cm £30-50

451 A 27 piece Ridgways Homemaker dinner service comprising 2 tureens and covers, oval meat plate, 6 dinner
plates (2 chipped), 5 tea plates, 5 bowls, 6 saucers (1 chipped), 3 twin handled soup bowls (1 has a star crack)
£60-90

452 Two circular blown glass spheres 20cm £40-60

453 A Royal Copenhagen rectangular brown and white glazed floral patterned vase by Ellen Malmer for Nils
Thorsson, base marked 635 3121 PK 19cm, a ditto Nils Thorsson charger decorated birds marked 1066 5317
and a Johanne Gerber ditto square shaped blue glazed dish marked 78 2883 17cm £80-120

454 A  Wade Heath Donald Duck 7 piece green glazed dolls tea service comprising teapot (lid chipped), 2 cups (1
cracked), 2 saucers (1 cracked), cream jug (cracked and repaired), sugar bowl (cracked), boxed £30-40

455 A suite of Edinburgh Crystal thistle shaped glassware comprising 4 small wine glasses, 6 liqueur glasses and 6
whisky tots £50-70

All glasses in this lot are in good condition and have no staining. Most of the glasses are marked to the base
(some in italics, others in gothic font) the marks on the others appear to have worn away.
The glasses are finely cut be we are unsure as to their status as firsts or seconds.

456 A Victorian spiral clear glass walking stick 89cm £40-50

457 A pair of Chinese prunus pattern double gourd shaped vases, bases with 4 character mark 20cm £40-60

One of the vases has a hairline crack to the neck. Both have some minor flaws in the glaze but are otherwise
in good condition.

458 A pair of late Japanese Satsuma club shaped vases with floral and bird decoration 23cm £50-75

459 A Japanese green and blue ground vase 30cm £40-60

460 A pair of Japanese late Satsuma porcelain vases decorated courtly figures 39cm £50-75

461 A 20th Century Japanese Imari oviform vase with panel decoration 35cm £40-60

This lot is in good condition.
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462 A pair of large Chinese export famille rose oblong octagonal meat platters, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period
painted with peonies and other flowers amongst rockwork, 45.5cm by 37cm £400-600

One of the platters has several large flaws under the glaze resembling wear. It is missing some of the
paintwork from the blue glazed banding around the rim (at the top) and from some of the painted foliage. It has
several large scratches and contact marks.
The other has a similar condition with regard to the flaws though not as severe. It also has some small losses
to the blue banding but quite a few of the painted leaves are worn. It has some minor scratches and contact
marks

463 A Chinese export famille rose shallow bowl, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period painted with a bird perched on a
branch of peony in a fenced garden 22.8cm diameter, together with a a Chinese export famille rose peony
bowl, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, 23cm diam £60-80

The bowl with red border and peony has an excess of pottery (1cm) sitting on the rim. Both have minor contact
marks and light wear to the decoration but are otherwise in good condition.

464 Three Chinese export famille rose dishes, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period one painted with peony and a pair
painted with three flower sprays 23cm diameter (3) £60-80

One of the pair of plates has been smashed and stuck back together. The other two plates have very minor
chips to the back of the rim but are otherwise in good condition.

465 Three Chinese export wares, comprising a famille rose oblong octagonal bowl, Qing Dynasty, Qianlong
periods, painted with a peony and rockwork, a Chinese Imari dish, Qing dynasty, Kangxi period, painted with
two ladies and a famille rose cup painted with peony 31.3w, 21.5cm diam and 7cm h respectively £40-60

The plate and the bowl have both been smashed and riveted and the cup has a 5cm hairline crack.

466 A 20th Century Chinese eggshell porcelain bowl decorated flowers and carp 5cm x 10cm on a hardwood stand
£40-60

467 Two Chinese export famille rose wares, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, comprising an oblong octagonal dish
and a circular dish painted with a peony 33.7cm wide and 22.7cm diam £40-60

The octagonal dish is quite rubbed, cracked and chipped

468 An 18th Century Delft blue and white plate decorated with a seated lady with pavilion in the background
23.5cm £30-50

This plate has a riveted crack, several small chips to the rim and two small chips to the interior.

469 A pair of Chinese export rose Imari plates, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, each painted with peony amongst
rockwork, 22.87cm diameter £50-75

One is chipped

471 A Japanese Imari bowl and cover, Meiji period painted with flowers 12.5cm diam together with a small Imari
dish, 11.5cm diam (2) £30-50

The bowl is chipped

472 Four Chinese export famille rose dishes, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, painted with sprays of peonies, 23cm
diam £80-120

One dish has a 1cm chip to the rim. The other three have minor chips to the back of the rims. There is some
wear to the decoration and the glaze in places, contact marks and some pitting.

474 A Chinese export blue and white tureen, Qing dynasty, Qianlong period, painted a river landscape scene, the
cover with birds and flowers, 33cm w x 22cm h £200-300

The rim of the lid is chipped, the finial has a small chip on the end and there are some light scratches and
minor wear to the top of the lid. The lot is otherwise in good condition.
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475 A blue & white teapot and cover, 20th Century painted with the "Three Friends of Winter" together with a
Canton famille rose teapot, late Qing dynasty, painted with birds and butterflies amongst flowers, a clue and
white jar and a small Satsuma type tripod vessel, 3.4cm to 14.5cm h (4) £30-50

476 A 19th Century Qing Dynasty slip glazed figure of a buddhistic lion joss stick holder, with reticulated eyes,
seated with his left front paw raised above a rising brocade ball, on a rectangular base 20cm h £50-75

There are chips to the lions tail and to the top of the joss stick holder

477 A group of six Chinese export blue and white dishes, Qing dynasty, 18th century comprising a pair of plates
each painted with a willow tree, a shallow bowl painted with a basket of flowers, two dishes with a river
landscape design and one of Fitzhugh pattern type, ranging from 22.4cm to 25.5cm diam £80-120

The first two plates are chipped and cracked, the shallow bowl is cracked and chipped, the two dishes are
chipped and cracked and the last item is chipped and rivetted

478 A Chinese carved hardstone belt hook 9cm £50-75

This lot is in good condition.

479 A circular green hardstone panel 5cm, a hardstone seal 5cm and an interior painted snuff bottle decorated
figures 6cm £40-60

480 Two 18th Century Chelsea red anchor dishes in the form of sun flowers 21cm £200-300

One is riveted and chipped, the other is chipped

481 A pair of 18th Century Worcester leaf shaped dishes decorated with exotic birds and butterflies 34cm ( photo
centre pages ) £200-300

There is some wear to the decoration

482 A pair of 18th Century Chelsea dishes decorated with nuts and berries 26cm, one with gold anchor mark and
one has a red anchor mark ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

One has wear to the decoration and a crack to the base, the other has wear to the decoration

483 Six Chelsea plates circa 1758-70 decorated exotic birds amongst foliage the central bird perched on rocks, all
with brown anchor mark, 20.5cm diameter £500-700

Four of the plates have small chips to the edges. One plate has 2 spots of very deep pitting and one has a flaw
in the glaze (1cm) under the rocky perch the bird is standing on. All have some light discolouration, staining,
lines of crazing, contact marks and wear.

484 Seven Chelsea plates circa 1758-70 decorated exotic birds amongst foliage the central bird perched on rocks,
all brown line rim and brown anchor mark, 21.5cm diameter £500-700

Six of the plates have small chips to the edges and 5 are heavily crazed. One has some fairly significant wear
to the decoration and an excess of pottery (1cm) deposited on the rim. All have some light discolouration,
staining, lines of crazing, contact marks and wear.

485 Twelve Worcester Blind Earl scalloped dessert dishes circa 1765-1770, with moulded relief of rosebuds and
leaves with painted flowers insects and butterflies. The rims with gilt C scrolls 19.5 cm diameter £800-1200

5 dishes have are have minor rubbing and or chips. 7 plates, 1 plate has a 0.5cm/4cm chip, the 6, remaining
have all been broken and repaired with either staples or glue

486 A Chinese provincial white glazed club shaped vase decorated a lion 20cm £40-60

This vase has several chips to the rim and heavy crazing to the neck. There is a large hole in the base.

487 A pair of Chinese ceramic giant nutshells each containing 2 peanuts 14cm £40-50

Both have minor chips

488 A 19th Century Japanese Imari bowl with panel decoration 46cm £50-75
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489 A miniature Royal Worcester jug decorated peaches and grapes, signed to the bottom of the handle 3cm, a
Lambeth Stoneware mug with silver rim 4cm, ditto double spouted jug 5cm and a ditto jug 7cm (slight chip to
rim) £40-60

490 F R Budd, 4 circular porcelain dishes - 2 decorated still life studies of fruits, 2 decorated cock pheasants 8cm,
the reverse marked painted by F R Budd (formerly of Royal Worcester) ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

One dish of each pair have a small flaw to the outside of the rims. All have some minor wear to the gilding and
minor contact marks but are otherwise in good condition.

491 Four Sampson porcelain figures of children, 1 with basket of fruit, boy with rabbit, girl with basket of flowers
and boy with sheath of corn (hand restored) 13cm £40-60

492 A Chelsea oval dish circa 1755 moulded vinery and grapes the centre decorated painted flowers, brow line
rims (rubbed), red anchor mark to base, 23.7 cm wide £100-150

The plate is cracked and has been repaired with a staple. A metal hanger is attached

493 A pair of Chelsea plates circa 1755 decorated exotic birds amongst foliage the central bird perched on rocks,
both with red anchor mark, 20.5cm diameter £150-200

One of the plates has had part of the rim (15cm) broken off and glued back on. The other has a very minor
chip to the rim. Both have some minor contact marks to the interior.

494 An 18th Century Chinese famille rose porcelain teapot of bulbous form with floral decoration 13cm (cracked)
£40-50

495 An 18th Century Chinese porcelain teapot of bulbous form and panel decoration of landscapes and birds 8cm
(chip to spout), together with a sparrow beak cream jug, matching tea bowl and associated lid £80-120

496 An 18th Century Chinese ochre teapot decorated a man riding a cow, Buffalos and buildings 8cm, ditto circular
bowl 11cm (chip to rim) and boat shaped dish 12cm £50-70

497 Four Famille Rose Chinese export plates depicting enamelled central scene of  "Les Oies De Fere Philippe"?
(Brother Philippe's geese) after Nicolas Lancret (1690's 1743) the border of sporadic floral spay circa 1750. 
See plate 218 Chinese Export Porcelain - Chine de commande  Lunsingh/Scheurleer. Examples held by Met
Museum, New York ref:2016.114 (who also hold Lancret's original work 2004.86) and Zeeuws Museum,
Middelburg ref:ab1266 £1000-1500

On one plate there is a very obvious pit on Brother Philippe's robe, 1 has a 1cm x 0.3cm chip at 340 degrees,
rubbing and pitting throughout, 1 has a 1cm x 0.5 chip to rim at 190 degrees and a similar chip at 45 degrees,
all have rubbing and pitting throughout

498 A fine cloisonne enamel blue ground cylindrical Koro and cover raised on panelled supports 20cm h £80-120

The finial top of the lid is dented and the finial is not currently attached.  There are some minor dents to the
base of the lid. The lot is otherwise generally in good condition.

499 A 20th Century green ground white metal cloisonne enamelled vase decorated a flower 22cm £80-120

500 A 25 piece Gaudy Welsh tea service comprising teapot (chipped to inner rim), cream jug, sugar bowl (stained),
2 sandwich plates, 10 cups (9 cracked) and 10 saucers £40-60

501 A Crown Staffordshire Gold Victoria pattern part coffee and dinner service with gilt classical motif decoration
comprising 7 coffee cans (3 cracked), 7 saucers (2 cracked), 6 two handled soup bowls (3 cracked), 9 saucers
(1 second), sauce boat and stand, a cream jug and sugar bowl (cracked), 4 dinner plates (1 cracked), 8 side
plates, 9 small plates (1 cracked) £50-75

502 A Minton 33 piece Jasmine pattern tea service comprising teapot, lidded sugar bowl, sugar bowl, 2 cream jugs,
6 side plates, 6 tea plates, 8 cups and 8 saucers £40-60

Image of back stamp added.
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503 A Wedgwood 31 piece tea service with stylised gazelle decoration the base monogrammed BM comprising 6
side plates (2 cracked), 6 bowls, 6 tea plates, 6 cups (5 cracked), 6 saucers (4 cracked), 6 egg cups £40-60

504 A Wedgwood 68 piece Garden pattern dinner service comprising meat plate, tureen and cover, bowl, sauce
boat (chipped), 7 dinner plates (1 chipped), 6 soup bowls (1 chipped), 2 sandwich plates, 8 side plates (3
chipped), 6 tea plates, large and small bowl, cream jug, 6 tea cups (1 chipped), 6 saucers, coffee pot, 12
coffee cups (2 chipped), 6 saucers (1 cracked) and a coffee pot lid £40-60

Some rubbing to the gilding and crazing in places

505 A B.R.C Moliere 13 piece floral patterned dessert service comprising 6 shaped dishes and 6 plates (minor
rubbing in places) £40-60

506 A pair of Imari style twin handled table lamps 35cm £40-60

507 A Victorian opaque painted glass and metal mounted oil lamp, burner marked Hinks no.2 Duplex complete with
a vaseline glass shade 67cm £50-75

The lamp has some minor scratches to the body and some wear to the gilding but both it and the shade are
otherwise in good condition having no chips, cracks or damage. The width of the shade where it sits on the
burner is 10cm.

509 Eight stylish Caithness coloured wines, 4 vases, a bowl and a jug £40-60

510 A Chinese circular apple green pierced jade panel decorated with dragons 8cm £80-120

This lot has a 5mm flaw and two 5mm ground out chips to the edges. It is otherwise in good condition. It
measures 85mm x 68mm x 5mm and weighs approximately 50g.

511 A pair of Japanese Satsuma porcelain vases decorated birds amidst branches, the base with seal mark 12cm
£40-60
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Metalware, Collectors Items, Ephemera, Carpets,
Fabrics, Toys, Curios etc

551 A circular copper Timpani drum converted for use as a jardiniere raised on turned supports 40cm h x 51cm
diam. £40-60

552 Three walking sticks with horn handles £40-60

553 A Victorian style cast gilt metal umbrella stand, the base marked CGF 62cm h x 46cm w x 17cm d £50-70

554 A circular copper and brass twin handled planter with ring mask handles, raised on paw feet 40cm h x 43cm
diam. (1 foot stuck on) £40-60

555 A copper helmet shaped coal scuttle with swing handle 25cm x 41cm x 30cm £30-40

Dent to the base

556 A cast iron railway sign "Penalty for Not Shutting Gate 2 pounds" 7.5cm h x 77cm w £30-50

The sign is a/f

557 A copper and brass log bucket with swing handle 31cm x 33cm £40-60

Some dents

558 Six walking canes with horn handles and silver collars £60-80

559 An Eastern engraved gilt metal pedestal jardiniere 56cm h x 19cm diam. £40-50

560 A bottle of 1987 Chateau Mouton Rothschild Pauillac red wine £100-150

561 Six bottles of New Zealand 2016 Stonyridge Larose, Waiheke Island, red wine £300-400

562 Three bottles of New Zealand 1996 Martinborough Pinot Noir Dry River red wine, a ditto 1999 and 6 bottles of
2000 Martinborough Pinot Noir £100-150

563 Nine bottles of New Zealand Stonyridge Larose, Waiheke Island red wine comprising four 2010, three 2013
and two 2014 £500-700

564 A magnum of Moet Chandon Brut Imperial Champagne £50-100

565 Three bottles of 1993 Clos De La Coulee De Serrant white wine £80-120

566 A bottle of 1955 Berry Brothers and Rudd Chateau Cheval Blanc, Premier Cru St Emilion, (label is damaged,
wine is below the neck) £80-120

567 A bottle of 1928 Mount D'Armailhac Medoc, (low on the neck) £60-80

568 A bottle of 1961 Chateau Phelan-Segur (St Estephe) red wine, bottled by Justerini & Brooks (low on the neck)
£80-100

569 A bottle of 2000 Chateau Cheval Blanc 1er Grand Cru St Emilion red wine £200-250

570 Three bottles of 1982 Margaux Chateau Palmer Medoc red wine (low on neck) £300-400

571 Two bottles of 1963 Sandeman Vintage port £80-120

572 Ten bottles of Michel Lenique Grand Cru champagne £150-200

573 Twelve bottles of New Zealand 2019 Stonyridge Larose, Waiheke Island red wine £500-700

574 Two bottles of 1966 Berry's Own Selection port bottled in 1968, a bottle of 1963 Berry's Own Selection vintage
port (some evaporation) £50-75

575 2 bottles of 1990 Chateau Montrose Saint-Estephe red wine £150-200

576 A bottle of Romanee-St-Vivant, a bottle of Tinto Pesquera, a bottle of Bodegas Y Vinedos Vega-Sicilia, a bottle
of Riserva Montelera (in a metal tin), a half bottle of 1989 Nelson Late Harvest Rhine Riesling, a bottle of
Ambar Moscato, a bottle of 2000 Chateau Des Charmes (boxed), a half bottle of 1990 Sauternes Chateau
d'Yquem and half bottle of 1996 Chateau Sudurant £50-75
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577 A bottle of 1967 Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru Pierre Damoy red wine (low on neck) £70-90

578 A bottle of 1952 Chateau Nouvelle Eglise, red wine (label very stained, low on neck) £40-60

579 A bottle of 1966 Chateau Prieure-Lichine red wine, shipped and bottle by Hedges and Butler (low on neck)
£40-60

580 Three bottles of 1996 Penfold Grange Bin 95 red wine £400-600

581 Two bottles of 2003 Chateau Montrose St-Estephe red wine £80-120

582 A bottle of 1983 Chateau Mouton Rothschild Pauillac red wine £100-150

583 Three bottles of 1977 Dalva vintage port £150-200

584 Two bottles of 1977 Calem Porto vintage port £80-120

585 Two bottles of 1970 Alto Douro Vinhos Borges vintage port £60-90

Some possible leakage

586 A bottle of 1975 Quinta do Cachao vintage port and a bottle of 1982 ditto £70-90

587 A bottle of 1960 Calme port, a bottle of 1975 Warre's vintage port, a bottle of 1978 Niepoort port, bottle of
Pocas Junior porto, bottle of Douro Valley port and a half bottle of Taylors Finest Estate port £40-60

588 A bottle of 1994 reserve Martinborough Vineyard Pinot Noir, contained in a wooden box £40-60

589 A rare bottle of 1940 Massandra White Muscat from the Massandra Collection as purchased by Sotheby's,
contained in original cardboard presentation box ( photo centre pages ) £200-400

590 A pair of Thai carved and pierced wooden figures of standing ladies 42cm h, together with a carved figure of a
tribes woman with shield and spear 40cm h £50-75

591 An Eastern copper and brass jug with hinged lid 34cm h together with a copper harvest measure 20cm x 15cm
£40-50

592 Juventa, an Art Nouveau oval twin handled pewter dish decorated a dragonfly, raised on splayed supports 7cm
x 39cm x 22cm together with an A E Chamal embossed pewter caddy the top with flower decoration 14cm x
7cm £60-80

593 A Victorian cast iron door stop in the form of a woodsman and dog 39cm x 23cm £40-50

594 A 19th Century circular copper pot with iron swing handle 28cm x 35cm ( photo centre pages ) £50-75

595 A brass hand bell marked 10 WH with turned wooden handle 25cm x 12cm £40-50

Small section of brass missing to the bell

596 An Art Nouveau style bronze figure of a dancing lady raised on a socle base 28cm £50-70

597 A large geode 23cm x 21cm together with a polished geode ashtray 5cm x 18cm x 10cm £40-50

598 Samson Morden, a large pair of 19th Century brass letter scales complete with weights on an oak base 20cm
h x 38cm w x 22cm d £50-75

599 A Lucas No.742 King of The Road motoring lamp £40-60

600 An Arabic brass Dallah coffee pot with hinged lid and tapering form 25cm x 12cm £40-50

601 A Thai bronze figure of a standing archer raised on a wooden base 30cm h x 23cm £50-75

602 A pair of blue ground 20th Century Chinese cloisonne enamelled club shaped vases on marble bases 13cm x
17cm £40-60

603 Two carved hardwood figures, standing Don Quixote on a square base 32cm h and Sancho Pancho 37cm h
£40-60

604 An Eastern copper jar and cover with iron handle 19cm h together with a George V quart harvest measure
marked GR490 (some dents) £40-50

605 The Stereoscopic Company Improved Graphoscope £60-80

This lot is missing the brass retaining clip from one side but is otherwise generally in good condition having no
damage or cracks to the fretwork or lenses.
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606 A pair of Japanese blue and floral ground cloisonne club shaped vases 20cm h (1 with chip), ditto brown and
floral patterned club shaped vase 20cm h and 1 other 16cm £40-60

One vase

607 Ohito Ashoona for Canada House, a 20th Century Inuit carved hardstone sculpture in the form of a bust of a
man and polar bears 17cm h x 42cm w x 8cm d £200-250

608 A Medlands Original Pentaphone magic lantern, converted to electricity £40-60

The back lid is missing

609 A British Railway Southern metal hand lantern complete with burner, an unmarked railway hand lantern with
burner and a SER railway hand lantern dated 1939 with burner (lens cracked) £50-75

610 A pair of Art Nouveau style waisted copper vases with wavy borders 17cm h, ditto chassepot 12cm and 1 other
7cm x 9cm £40-60

611 A lignum vitae walking cane the handle carved a portrait bust, a lignum vitae cane with horn handle and
bamboo cane decorated masks (split to cane), together with a sectional stick £40-60

612 A bronze figure of a standing Greek gentleman with harp 54cm x 10cm x 7cm £50-75

613 A pair of "The Ogypus" folding bicycle stands 25cm h x 43cm w x 27cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

Some light rust in places

614 Three hunting crops with stag horn handles £40-50

615 A Victorian style square gilt metal umbrella/stick stand 80cm h x 22cm w x 22cm d, base marked Made in
England Jans £40-60

617 A gilt mounted monocle, 5 pairs of pince nez, 2 pairs of vintage glasses £40-50

619 A Pietra Dura specimen marble and glass plaque of a standing pointer 8cm x 12cm (chips to corner on
wooden easel) ( photo centre pages ) £70-90

620 An 18th Century Dutch oval tobacco box, both faces engraved scenes and text 3cm h x 13cm x 7cm (hinge af)
£40-50

621 A table bell in the form of a tortoise 4cm x 14cm x 10cm and 1 other table bell 8cm £40-50

The tortoise table bell works sporadically. He has some surface corrosion and is missing his tail.

622 A split and polished ammonite 7cm £40-50

623 A Japanese bronze twin handled koro, the lid decorated seated dog of fo on a circular base 10cm x 5cm
together with a Japanese figure of an ox 8cm £40-60

624 A 1930's cold painted metal paperweight in the form of a gentleman seated on a lion skin rug 3cm x 12cm x
8cm £40-60

One hand missing

625 Two J Hudson ARP whistles, an Acme whistle, 2 Metropolitan patent whistles £40-50

626 A Newlyn style circular embossed copper mug with freeform decoration 12cm x 14cm £40-50

627 A circular Eastern gilt metal spice box with hinged lid, interior fitted 6 compartments £40-50

628 An Eastern gilt metal twin handled flask with lizard handles 13cm and 1 other lidded flask 7cm £40-50

629 An Inox multi bladed pocket knife with stag horn grip, an unmarked double bladed pocket knife with stag horn
grip (a/f), a Sccysa folding pocket knife with twin blades and tortoiseshell effect grip (f), an unmarked twin
bladed folding knife with mother of pearl grip, a Continental ditto marked Foreign (rust to blade), a Southern
and Charcon twin bladed folding knife with mother of pearl grip (chipped) £40-60

630 Twelve double bladed folding knives with simulated ivory grips including Kichland, George Wostenholm,
Lockwood, John Watte, J Stead & Co, Herbert Robinson, Richards Lamppost, 1 marked stainless, 4 illegible
and a single bladed knife marked The Grarton Midget £40-60
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631 A Kukri with 30cm blade and horn grip, 2 skinning knives and leather scabbard £100-140

632 George Butler and Company, a 19th Century Bowie knife, the 22.5cm blade marked George Butler and
Company Trinity Works Sheffield England with horn grip, leather scabbard £150-200

There are several nicks to the cutting edge of the blade and the scabbard is worn at both ends. The knife fits
the scabbard fairly snug and does not fall off when held vertically.

633 An Imperial German Pioneers sawback bayonet (butcher bayonet), the blade marked Waffenfabrik Mauser
A.G Oberndorf complete with scabbard ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The scabbard is dented, the grip has been painted grey

634 A Kukri with 22cm blade and 2 skinning knives contained in a horn scabbard £40-60

635 A Kukri with 18cm blade complete with 2 skinning knives with horn grips and an embossed metal and plush
scabbard, a dagger with 9cm blade, horn grip and an embossed metal scabbard together with a dagger with
11cm blade, gilt metal grip and leather scabbard (blade rusted) £40-60

636 A Victorian turned and painted police truncheon (some paint loss) and 1 other plain turned truncheon 39cm
(damage to end) £60-80

637 Two Victorian life preservers 9cm and 8cm £60-80

One has wear to the binding

638 A Berks Constabulary presentation truncheon marked Berks Special Constabulary £40-50

639 A turned wooden Police truncheon marked VR, together with a Metropolitan Police whistle no.030890 £40-50

640 A 19th Century Fijian Vunicau (or root stock) crushing club, the handle carved 20cm tradition zig zag within
lines, 114cm £400-500

641 A 19th Century Fijian Kiakavo (or gun stock) cutting club, terminating in a domed knop, 90cm £300-500

There is a 25cm split on the side descending from the spur

642 A Bedfordshire and Hertfordshire Berkhamsted OTC swagger stick, a Royal Marines swagger stick, a George
V Royal Engineers ditto, Gurkha Artillery ditto and a Light Infantry, together with 2 leather covered officer's
swagger sticks (some dents to all) £40-60

643 Francis Wood and Sons Sheffield, a First World War trench chainsaw complete with leather pouch £50-75

644 An Elizabeth II Wilkinson Sword Infantry Officer's Sword with etched blade marked ER (the hilt has possibly
gold painted) ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Some light rust to the blade. The blade does not have a serial number on the spine.

645 A Victorian sword stick with 69cm blade containing some original blueing with staghorn handle, in a malacca
cane £40-60

There is rust throughout the blade, cane is split in places, bound together at the base by wire

646 An African circular hide and wooden shield 35cm diam. £40-50

Handle to interior missing and chips in places

647 Wilkinson Sword, an Elizabeth II Irish Guards Officer's sword, the blade etched battle honours £70-90

The blade does not sit straight and true to the hilt, the hilt has possibly been gold painted, some light rust to the
blade. The blade does not have a serial number on the spine.

648 Ehakharn, an Imperial German Officer's sword and scabbard, complete with dress knot and a fabric cloth bag (
photo centre pages ) £100-150

Additional images added.

649 Bigs, an Edwardian cane with space for pencil insert, having a gilt band marked A.P.C Whistling Race,
presented by Mrs Thorneycroft won by Mrs Vereker and H R Cayzer 22nd July 1909 £40-60

Image of plaque added.
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650 A pair of gilt metal opera glasses marked Busch complete with carrying case, 1 other pair marked Bolaffi Rome
(some damage) and 1 other pair £40-60

651 A Homer no.1 spy camera with leather case, pair of opera glasses decorated a stag hunt, pair of gilt metal
opera glasses and a pair of green enamelled ditto (a/f) £40-60

652 A pair of Lamier opera glasses with pink enamelled decoration together with 5 other pairs of glasses £50-75

653 F L West, 31 Cockspur Street, London, a 19th Century 4 draw brass telescope (some dents) together with a
ditto 3 draw and a 20th Century 3 draw telescope £40-60

654 Austin Reed, a gentleman's black top hat size 6 7/8  contained in a Lock & Co, cardboard box £40-60

655 A khaki pith helmet £40-50

656 Henry Heath, a gentleman's black top hat size 6 3/4  contained in a Lock & Co cardboard hat box £40-60

657 An RAF Aircraftman tunic size 7 1950, ditto trousers, great coat, battle dress blouse and trousers, 2 shirts, 3
collars, 2 pairs of socks, gloves, 2 shoe brushes, berry, cap badge and jumper, all contained in a leather
suitcase £40-60

Some moth damage in places

658 S Mawsons and Thoms. The Improved Magneto-Electric shock machine, boxed £40-50

Box has water damage, there is a brass escutcheon missing and split to the wooden handle

659 An arched cast iron fire back decorated a lidded urn and cornucopias 51cm x 46cm £40-60

660 A green and white painted railway sign "Waiting and Ladies Room" 30cm x 60cm £40-60

The sign is rusted and bent

661 A 1930's leather suitcase with brass mounts 18cm x 66cm x 37cm and 1 other the locks marked DM Touche
Westcott Dorking applied luggage labels 19cm h x 71cm w x 45cm d £40-60

662 A lignum vitae walking cane with horn handle and a walking stick with metal horse head handle £30-50

663 Two sections of Victorian cast and pierced iron garden panelling 40cm x 61cm £40-60

664 An Indian carved granite figure of an elephant 12cm x 15cm x 6cm £60-80

665 A Rococo style well weathered concrete pedestal 54cm h x 44cm w x 36cm d £40-60

666 An Eastern waisted hardstone vase 21cm, ditto boat shaped vase 7cm, a circular bowl raised on 4 supports
6cm and a circular bowl 4cm £40-60

667 A pair of sandstone and lead book ends formed from a section of the bomb damaged Houses of Parliament
together with certificate dated May 1942 ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

668 Ten 19th Century Burmese Hintha bird opium weights £60-80

669 A metal opium pipe marked Iuchna Euchna £40-50

670 A Minox B spy camera, marked VEF Minox, Riga, Made in Latvia complete with the Minox Guide by Focal
Press 8cm x 2cm x 1cm ( photo centre pages ) £300-400

The camera's serial number is 02197, the shooting mechanism 'appears' to be working upon opening and
closing the camera

671 A Minox C 1:3,5 F=15mm spy camera £50-75

672 A 19th Century cast bronze twin handled urn with floral decoration 11cm h x 10cm diam. £60-80

673 Francesco Scappio 1918, Italian, a violin labelled Scappio and marked Scappio to the 2 piece 14" back,
together with 2 bows (1 a/f) £200-300

The front of the case is cracked and there is a small chip to the end of the scroll. Requires attention and a full
re-polish. One of the bows is broken at the tip.

674 A 19th Century Japanese black lacquered trinket box with hinged lid, the lid decorated a vase and figures 8cm
x 28cm x 19cm with fitted interior £70-90
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675 A 19th Century rectangular brass and ebonised wood cribbage board marked Colonel V Hatton Grenadier
Guards 2cm x 25cm x 9cm and 1 other brass and mahogany cribbage board decorated a seated dog and with
counter box (Colonel Villers Hatton CB 1852-1914) £50-75

676 A bronze free form sculpture 26cm x 23cm x 23cm £80-120

Some scratching and verdigris in places

677 Simpson, a gentleman's light weight bowler hat size 7 1/8 contained in a Hillhouse and Heath cardboard hat
box, 3 James Lock & Co hat boxes, a Bollands Confectioners of Old Chester confectionary box £40-60

678 A scratch built model of "RMS Queen Mary" 48cm h x 132cm x 19cm d, the hull containing 6 lifeboats, the bow
marked Robin ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

679 Swallow Toys, a child's pine tipping hand cart with metal wheels 27cm h x 54cm l x 25cm w, having label
marked Swallow Toys, W&Co London N17 £50-75

Label is torn, contact marks in places, retaining hoop to one side of the tailboard is missing

680 A circular wrought iron 8 light electrolier 63cm diam. £40-60

681 A Little Wanzer Time Utilizer spinning sewing machine complete with instructions, contained in a pine carrying
case (lid a/f) £40-60

Paint loss throughout, the ceramic winding handle has a chip, all parts are free moving and running

682 A bamboo horse measuring stick complete with silver mounted spirit level, London 1947 £50-75

683 The Rowland-Rees Stimulator, boxed and with instructions £40-60

684 A carved oak bracket decorated a grotesque 22cm h x 17cm w x 8cm d £40-60

685 Tudric, a Liberty twin handled pewter tea tray the base marked 2 Made in England 43 Tudric Place, 36cm x
33cm £60-80

Some light scratches

686 Eight shawls with deep fringes £40-50

688 A Georgian style long pink dress comprising bustier, underskirt and sash, contained in a Maxwell and
Company cardboard box £40-60

There is some staining to the front of the dress, the sash and the bottom of the bustier. All items have some
light wear.

690 A Swiss steel helmet complete with liner (no chin strap) £50-75

691 Twelve First World War embroidered postcards contained in 3 frames 23cm x 36cm £40-50

692 A black and white photograph of the funeral procession of Edward VII at Windsor May 20th 1910 16cm x
21cm, a list of equipment from John Jones & Company 6 Regent Street SW1, 2 sets of battalion orders for the
Post Office Rifles February 1st and April 1st 1914 together with 12 various trench maps - France sheet 36 NW,
Bois-Grenier 36 NW, France sheet 47C SW, Obillers 57D SE, Maricourt 62 NW1, France sheet 51B SE,
Longueval 57C SW3, France 57C NW, France sheet 57SE, ditto sheet 57D NE, ditto 62D NE, set B sheet 12
and Montauban 60NE £150-200

693 A First World War trench map Gallipoli 1/4 stamped Australian Imperial Force May 29th 1913 4th Infantry
Brigade, handwritten Major 16th Battalion AIF 51cm x 67cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Small hole to the centre, top right hand corner folded

694 Of Horsham interest, 2 albums of black and white and coloured postcards (45), contained in 2 small albums
£50-75

695 Izaak Walton "The Compleat Angler" volume one 1826, leather bound £30-50

Some foxing in paces

696 Ten First World War embroidered postcards, certificate of authority to wear War Service Badge for the
Coventry Ordnance Works £40-50
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697 Two albums of black and white and coloured postcards, some Sussex and Surrey views and others £40-60

698 A black and white postcard of SS St Paul, 4 black and white postcards of First World War damage in Verdun
and other postcards £40-60

699 Barr and Stroud a pair of Second World War Naval issue binoculars marked AP no.1900A 54221 complete
with rain deflectors, in leather case £40-60

Cap to the centre section of binocular is missing

700 Corgi toys, a die cast metallic maroon Morris Mini Minor 226 with lemon seats, boxed £40-60

All flaps are resent

701 Corgi toys, a mechanical die cast Bedford 12 CWT Van 403M, boxed £70-90

702 Corgi toys, an Aston Martin DB4 in red 218, boxed £70-90

703 Corgi Toys, a Citroen DS19 210S, boxed £30-40

704 Corgi Toys, a die cast Ford Zephyr motorway patrol car in white 419, a Riley Pathfinder Police car 209, a
Marcos Volvo 1800 GT in white 324, Corgi Motor School Austin A60 236 £40-60

The Riley Pathfinder is in good condition aerial present and decal in good order with slight rusting to base
plate, the Ford has bother decals though the bonnet decal has some black marks around the E and some light
scratches to driver side door. The Austin has both decal present and is in good condition though a tear to the
side of the box. The GT is in good order though the box has some staining and needs gluing

705 Dinky Toys, a French Citroen 2CV 500 in pale grey with mid grey top, red seats and unpainted hubs with
French copy picture box together with a Spanish 011500 2 CV in orange with cream seats in original picture
box £40-60

706 French Dinky Toys  a Citroen 2CV 500 in pale grey with mid grey top and unpainted hubs with Spanish picture
box copy box £40-60

707 French Dinky Toys, a Citroen 2CV 558 in yellow and brown together with another 558 in green with black roof,
both with picture boxes (one box a copy) £50-70

708 French Dinky Toys , a Citroen 2CV Postale Van 560 with  yellow body and hubs, blue swallow decals to door
and original picture box (not Triang) £50-70

709 French Dinky Toys, Camionnette Citroen 1200 kg  H Van 25CG, cream body & hubs, blue and green "CH
GERVAIS" decal to each side. boxed with 25CG GERVAIS box (missing flap) £40-60

710 French Dinky Toys, a Citroen 2CV 558 in green with back roof, with original picture box £50-70

711 French Dinky Toys, a pair of metallic grey Camionette Citroen 1200 kg H vans 25-C with original 25-CG box
and 25C copy box £50-80

712 French Dinky Toys, a Citroen Ami 6 first type pale blue and white roof (serious flaking to roof) with later box, a
Miroitier Simca "Cargo" Glaziers Truck 33-C with original damaged early box (missing flaps), a Citroen 2CV
24T (535) in metallic grey with copy box, a Citroen 2CV 535 in maroon with copy box £50-80

713 French Dinky Toys, a Citroen 2CV 535 in grey with dark grey roof snd cream hubs, boxed £50-80

714 French Dinky Toys, a Fourgonnette Incendie Citroen 2CV in red 25D, boxed £60-80

715 Dinky Toys, a 3 Ton Army Wagon 621, a Humber Hawk in green and black 165, a Renaut R16 166 and an
MGC Sports car in cream 113 - all boxed £40-60

716 Dinky Speedwheels, a Citroen Dyane 559 in bronze boxed, Alfa Romeo OSI 217 in pink, a Matra 630 200 in
blue, a Lotus Europe in yellow 218 with gold engine all boxed £30-40
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717 Matchbox toys, a Kingsize K8 Tractor and Transporter by Lesney. The tractor and transporter with thick
lettered "Laing" and rectangular door decals, boxed ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

There appears to be little or no paint loss to the vehicles though marks to the Laing decal on the tractor (both
sides) the box tray has a tear in the corner. Otherwise box is grubby but in good order. The tracks on the
tractor are in good condition.

718 Corgi Toys, a Major Bedford 'S' Carrimore Low Loader, yellow cab and metallic blue low loader, boxed £30-40

The box is torn and missing picture to one corner, the inner box is complete with tray

719 Triang, 6 electric racing cars to include Airfix 1:32 Vauxhall Nova boxed, Airfix 1:32 Auto Union boxed, Airfix
1:32 Cooper (damaged) boxed, Airfix 1:32 Ferrari (damaged), Scalextric Mini Cooper (boxed), Scalextic Lotus
(damaged) £30-40

720 Dinky Toys, a 180 Packard Clipper Sedan with cerise upper body and cream lower body spun hubs dark
yellow picture box and correct colour spot together with a 132 Packard Convertible tan body red hubs with dark
yellow box and correct colour spot and a 179 Studebaker Presidential Sedan, light blue body with dark blue
flash, cream wheels and hubs, dark yellow box with correct colour (chip to bonnet, white mark on roof) £80-120

721 Dinky Toys, a 178 Plymouth Plaza, light blue body, dark blue roof and flash in type 2 box with colour spot (
missing inner flaps and impression mark to trunk ) together with a 169 Studebaker Golden Hawk in tan with red
rear panel and hubs in type 2 box with correct colour spot (rubbing to roof) £40-60

722 Dinky Toys, a 415 Mechanical Horse and Wagon in blue and cream boxed £50-70

723 Dinky Toys, a 157 sage green Jaguar XK120  Coupe with fawn hubs and type 2 box with correct colour spot
(chip to roof) £60-80

724 Dinky Toys, a 162 Ford Zephyr Saloon cream upper body lower lime green cream hubs boxed with correct
colour spot (chipping to roof), a 162 Ford Zephyr Saloon  upper body light blue lower body dark blue grey hubs
box with correct colour spot £40-60

725 Dinky Toys, a 449 Chevrolet El Camino Pick Up with lower off white body turquoise upper with red interior and
spun hubs boxed and a 174 Hudson Hornet Sedan with red body, cream roof and side flash, white tyres spun
hubs, light yellow box with correct colours (chip to roof and headlight arch) £50-60

726 Dinky Toys, a 198 Rolls Royce Phantom V white body/light grey sides/red interior boxed £50-70

727 Dinky Toys, a collection of military vehicles and artillery to included 621 3 ton Army wagon, 641 Army 1 ton
cargo truck, 670 armoured car, 674 Austin Champ, 676 armoured personnel carrier, 677 armoured command
vehicle and 692 5.5 medium gun, all in picture boxes except 670 £40-60

728 Lesney Models of Yesteryear - Allchin Traction Engine Y1-1, in green with gold smoke box door, red front and
rear tyres, angled unpainted treads, crimped axles, contained in a 1957-60 box £50-75

729 Lesney Models of Yesteryear to include - Y3-1-3 1907 E Class tram car in type A box, Y5-1 1929 Le Mans
Bentley boxed, Y9-1 1924 Fowler Showmans Big Lion engine in type B box, Y10-1 1908 Grand Prix Mercedes
type B box, Y12-1 1899 horse drawn bus in type B box and 3 empty boxes £40-60

730 Dinky Toys, a 442 Esso petrol tanker, dark blue decal outline, boxed missing flap together with a French Dinky
Toys 32C Panhard Titan-Coder Tankard, boxed with 5 languages on flap £40-60

731 Dinky Toys, a 450 Trojan Van 15 CWT Esso Van in red boxed, a 471 Austin Van, in red with yellow hubs with
Nestles decal - boxed (missing flap), a 472 Austin Van Raleigh Cycles boxed  and a 481 Medford 10 CWT Van
Ovaltine, boxed £50-80

450 box missing inner flap, 471 box missing al flaps,  472 box taped inside and rubbing to the ‘cycles’ decal’,
481 box tear to corner
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732 Budgie Toys a  OO scale Routermaster bus green body and cream roof ‘Esso Golden’ Decal together with a
Cattle Truck having red cab and tan truck body, both boxed £30-40

733 Moko Lesney, a Matchbox series accessory pack No.1 Esso Petrol pumps and figure boxed, together with a
No. 4 accessory pack Road Sign Set x 8 boxed £40-60

734 Dorset Toys Farmyard Series no.19, a boxed set of lead figures of cows, horses, fencing and milkmaids
£50-75

All figures appear to have never been removed from the card insert, the lid is in poor condition missing a
section, box is in overall poor condition, figures in very good condition, 1 milkmaid with paint loss to legs

735 A Namora Toys TN Mystery Police Car, boxed £40-60

The box is complete but in poor condition and the car is in very good condition, odd signs of paint loss

736 A Japanese Mi-Ken Dog-3 clock, boxed and complete with key and pendulum £30-40

737 Talfourd Toys, Reigate, a collection of 3 articulated toys from Alice in Wonderland including The Griffin, Alice
and The Rabbit £30-50

738 A collection of lead and cast metal toys to include a Taylor and Barrett stove, and 18 various Britains items
including a panda, trees and fencing £30-40

739 A collection of Britains and other lead and hollow cast figures to include Highlander's Guardsmen, First and
Second World War soldiers and a collection of figures with articulated limbs £40-50

740 A Britains no.1717 two pounder anti-aircraft gun boxed together with a 1640 search light on base £50-75

741 A collection of Britains Howitzers field guns, anti-aircraft gun etc £40-50

742 A Triang Minic steam roller, pre-war with wooden wheels, together with a clockwork car stamped PW to
underside £30-40

743 A collection of Hornby O gauge to include a red M1 locomotive 41010, no.20 crane truck 42134 in green and
blue, no.21 coach 42117 x 2 in maroon, no.20 locomotive 41001 in racing green (dent to body), no.42300 and
a box of half dozen curved rails A1 £80-120

744 A collection of Britains lead and hollow cast exotic animals (likely from zoo sets) to include elephants, camels,
bears, hippo, rhinoceros, zebra, giraffe, kangaroos, polar bears, lions, tapir, gorilla, emu, buffalo, moose, turtle,
seal, etc ( photo centre pages ) £60-80

745 A collection of Britains lead and hollow cast figures mainly farm and domestic animals, together with 2 milk
churns, dog kennel, 3 petrol pumps, wheelbarrow and trees £40-50

746 A modern Britains "The Centenary Collection" consisting Royal Horse Artillery Gun Team Kings Troop £40-60

747 Modern Britains "Centenary Series" mounted Band of The Lifeguards Set 1 £40-60

748 Modern Britains "Centenary Series" mounted Band of The Lifeguards Set 2 £40-60

749 Modern Britain's sets - 5196 The Pipes and Drums of The First Battalion The Black Watch together with 5297
The Black Watch Colour Party and Escort, together with The Royal Anglian Regiment £60-80

750 Modern Britains sets - The Life Guards Mounted Bands sets 1 and 2 together with  The Band of The Royal
Engineers £60-80

751 Modern Britains limited edition set 00102 The Regimental Band of The Royal Scots Dragoon Guards together
with 5293 The Band of Blues and Royals and The Band of The Marines Drum Major £60-80

752 Modern Britains sets - The Royal Marines Light Infantry, The 17th Lancers, The Gloucestershire Regiment,
The King's Royal Rifle Corps, The Worcestershire Regiment, The Sherwood Foresters Regimental Band, The
Queens Colour Squadron, The Royal Air Force Regimental Quartermaster, Sergeant Scots Guard
Bandmaster, Truncheon Jemadar of The 2nd Gurkha Rifles and The SW Adderley Sergeant Major 1st
Battalion of The Scots Guards £80-120
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753 Modern Britains, a collection of various collector sets to include 00089 Sentry Box and Scots Guard, 8312
Coldstream Guards Officer and Drum Major, 8311 Coldstream Guard Band Trumpets, 40318 Drum Major in
state dress, 40343 Henry V, 8913 Howitzer with 4 Man Detachment, 3108 The Royal Marines and 3 additional
side drummers, 40264 Band of The 7th Hussars set 1, 40265 Band of The 7th Hussars set 2, 40294 Band of
The 7th Hussars set 3, 00157 Band of The Life Guards (5 piece) and 00154 Band of The Life Guards (8
piece), together with loose figures including Queens Colour Squadron Royal Air Force, Royal Scots Dragoon
Guards, 2 Lifeguards, Band of The Royal Marines and an Oxo omnibus £100-150

754 A collection of blue Meccano including Meccano Outfit No.1 £30-40

755 A Hornby OO gauge clockwork train set in a custom fitted wooden case with track and 60985 locomotive, 2
trailers, buffers, a quantity of track and a return table £50-70

756 Sindy, a boxed ballerina doll, doll is still attached to the inlay card, the window is yellowing and torn, together
with another Sindy doll £40-60

The ballerina is still in her box so in excellent condition , the other Sindy is in very good condition too. Within
the box are a Sindy brochure and a white ballerina support stand. The box is faded and plastic torn and old
price labels to the bottom right corner

757 Barbie, a collection of Barbie outfits, 2 Barbie dolls and a Barbie Doll case no.1002, together with a Sindy Doll
and 1 other doll £100-200

758 A boxed Sasha Baby doll 505 £40-60

The box is in good order though faded, the doll is in very good condition, the basket is fraying

759 A bisque headed doll marked SFBJ 60 Paris together with an unmarked Victorian teddy bear £40-60

760 Three Armand Marseille dolls - 2 bisque, 1 porcelain, marked AM Germany 3514/42, Armand Marseille
Germany 390N A11M and Koppelsdorf Germany 330 A8M £30-40

761 Three bisque headed dolls marked Jutter 1914 12 1/2, SPBH 1900 6 Germany and Porzellanfabrik Burggrub
169 8 Germany £30-40

The doll in the brown dress is 62cm tall and the other two are 60cm tall.

762 Three small Steiff bears including 0165/38 with voice box, 005060 with squeeze box and 0202/15 £40-60

763 Steiff, a replica 1998 Teddy Boy 1905 Hellblond 50 £50-75

764 An Armand Marseille bisque headed doll numbered 390 A 4 1/2M £30-40

765 Bingham, Clifton. "Funny Doings In Animal Land", pictorial title and coloured plates, illustrations by G.H.
Thompson, dedication from the illustrator on front page "Phyllis Morton with Best Xmas Wishes from G Henry
Thompson 1907" ( photo centre pages ) £100-120

766 Bingham, Clifton. "Animals Touring Club", pictorial title and coloured plates,  illustrations by G.H. Thompson,
dedication from the illustrator on front page "To Phyllis Morton From G Henry Thompson Xmas 1914"
£100-120

767 Bingham, Clifton. "Christmas In Animal Land", pictorial title and coloured plates,  illustrations by G.H.
Thompson, dedication from the illustrator on front page "to Phyllis Morton with Best Xmas Wishes from. (the
Artist) G H Thompson Dec 4 1908" £100-120

768 Bingham, Clifton. "The Animals Alpine Club / The Airship In Animal Land / The Regatta In Animal Land",
pictorial title and coloured plates, illustrations by G.H. Thompson, £200-300

769 Bingham, Clifton. "Off For The Holidays", pictorial title & coloured plates, illustrations by G.H. Thompson,
dedication from the illustrator on front page "Phyllis Morton from G H Thompson 'Tompie' 1915" £50-70

770 Rackham, Arthur (illustrator), "Rip Van Winkle" 1905 Third Impression green boards and gilt, "A Midsummer's
Night's Dream" 1908 1st edition together with Edward Lear "The Book of Nonsense" 31st edition green boards
and gilt, all books with dedications £100-150
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771 Charles Johnson Payne, Snaffles, "Being a Selection of his Hunting and Racing Prints" limited edition 361 of
750 signed by publisher, quarter morocco burgundy folio, housed in matching box £100-150

772 Lady Wentworth, "Thoroughbred Racing Stock", 1938 1st edition and the "Authentic Arabian Horse and his
Descendants", 1st Edition 1945, both cloth in dust jackets £50-100

773 Ingoldsby, Thomas - 3 chromolithograph volumes illustrated by Ernest Maurice Jessop to include "The Lay of
St. Aloys a legend of Blois", "Misadventures at Margate" and "Domestic Legend of the Reign of Queen Anne",
green cloth backed pictorial paper covered boards, London: Eyre & Spottiswoode £50-100

774 Geneva (Breeches) Bible The Bible that is The Holy Scriptures contained in the Old and New Testament,
Geneologies & Book of Psalms, Robert Barker 1610 in panelled calf with gilt borders £200-300

Missing corner 1 inch p117, frontispiece in poor condition, first 20 pages of genealogies damage to bottom
corner, sporadic foxing and staining throughout, notes to margins

775 Ross, Malcolm. A Climber in New Zealand, 1st edition 1914, original green & gilt cloth boards, black and
photos throughout, publishers adverts at rear. £60-80

776 An interesting 19th century 4to sales catalogue entitled "Saddlery" detailing hand coloured prints and prices of
horse tack, bridles and saddles as well as powder flasks, dram bottles and travelling cases etc. Cloth
examples are also present £30-40

The volume is a 4to, the front board is detached and the back board is almost detached,

The index lists 74 of which there a 74 numbered pages, the following pages fold out 

7,8,9,16,17,18,60,61,62,72,73,74

There is no indication of any branding throughout the catalogue.

777 Folio Society, Jane Austens Letters, a treasury of Mark Twain and Akenfield by Ronald Blythe £80-120

778 Adolf in Blunderland by James Dyrenforth and Max Kester, illustrated by Norman Mansbridge £30-40

The spine is damaged and missing a lower section

779 John Edward Price, "A Descriptive Account of The Guildhall of The City of London 1886" Blades London,
together with  Austin Dobson and Sir Walter Armstrong "William Hogarth" London Heinemann 1902 £30-40

780 William Richardson and Edward Cherton "The Monastic Ruins of Yorkshire 1845-1855", in red Morocco gilt, 2
volumes in one large folio £150-180

The front boards are torn and worn, there is foxing and marks to many pages. All plates are present including
the fold out map on the back board. The is foxing and staining endemic thoughout the volume

781 Eric Frank Russell, "Centenals From Space" first edition 1954 unclipped dust jacket, "The Great Explosion"
1962 unclipped dust jacket, "Deep Space" 1956 no dust jacket, Murray Leinster, "Space Tug" first edition USA
1953 with dust cover and "Operation Outer Space" London 1957 with unclipped dust cover (covers in poor
condition), Hal Clement, "Mission to Gravity" first edition London 1955 with unclipped dust cover, stamp to front
page Don Milne Ltd, The Science Fiction Centre Auckland New Zealand and 18 mainly first edition
compendiums of science fiction stories from the 1950's and 60's to include - "Startling Stories", "Looking
Forward", "Galaxy Reader of Science Fiction", "Of Worlds Beyond" etc £60-80
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782 Waverley, Sir Scott, Scott's Waverley Novels in 48 volumes, in 3/4 green cloth with marbled boards and gilt
lettering to spines, Edinburgh Adam and Charles Black publisher circa 1870, dedication in first novel £70-90

783 A collection of fox hunting volumes - "The Queen of Hounds" by Lord Ribblesdale "Ratcatcher to Scarlet" by
Cecil Aldin, "Bosses and Obstacles" by Snaffles, "My Hunting Sketch Book" by Lionel Edwards volumes 1 and
2, "Slippers, ABC of Fox Hunting" by E E Somerville and for word by Randolph Caldecott, "Graphic Pictures",
"Last Graphic Pictures", "More Graphic Pictures" and "Gleanings From the Graphic" £40-60

784 English Illustrated Magazine volumes 1884-1890 London MacMillan and Co., brown leather 3/4 binding with
green boards and gilt lettering to spine £30-40

785 New Zealand, five vinyl records of Maori Stories and music to include an LP Rotorua Maori Concert Party
SLP-1001, four 45rpm Henemoa and Tutanekai - A Maori Love Story told by Kenneth Melvyn S3D-1,
Adventures of Maui told by Kenneth Melvyn S3D-3, Tinirau and His Pet Whale told by Kenneth Melvyn S3D-2
and Maori Fairy Tales told by Kenneth Melvyn S3D-4 £30-40

All records are in original plastic slip cases and appear unplayed

786 A George V presentation police truncheon marked The Austin Motor Company May 10th 1928 £60-80

787 A Victorian style cast metal door stop in the form of a standing ram 17cm h x 24cm w £40-50

788 A Japanese Meiji period polished paper knife decorated with birds 30cm £30-40

789 An early 20th Century Japanese parquetry chest with 5 drawers and cupboard door 27cm by 33cm by 24cm
£40-50
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Oil Painting, Watercolours and Prints

Where a picture is preceded by the full name, including forenames of the artist,
the work is in our opinion by that artist. Where the surname and initials only
appear, the work is so signed or attributed to, or in the manner of that artist.
Where a lot is preceded by a double asterisk ** it may be subject to Artist
Resale Rights.

801 19th Century Oil on canvas, unsigned framed as an oval a head and shoulders portrait of a young girl 43cm x
35cm, oval ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

802 Hendrik Verdonk (1902-1963), oil on board "Winter Near Enkhuizen Holland" 29cm x 39cm £60-80

803 **Joao Vaz De Carvalho, born 1958, acrylic on canvas, surrealist study of floating figures signed and dated
1988 and signed to the reverse 73cm x 44cm  **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot
( photo centre pages ) £300-400

804 Icon, Serbian oil on board "St Demetreos, The Moor Slayer" 37cm x 31cm £60-80

Board is slightly warped and signs of old but treated worm

805 20th Century, watercolour, indistinctly signed "Beeding Cement Works" signed and dated 1935, the reverse
with Jarrow Exhibition label 26cm x 30cm £50-75

806 17th Century,  a book plate V1 no.28 PAG 110, Description, situation and veu de la ville de Mexique 38cm x
43cm £50-75

 Crease to centre

807 John St Helier Lander (1869-1944) Oil on board, head and shoulders portrait of Dinah (a black labrador) 
signed and dated 1918 46cm x 41cm, the reverse of the frame labelled Picture Restorers 241 Kings Road
Chelsea £50-75

This lot has some light patches of staining to the background but this lot is otherwise in good condition.

808 **Nicholas Down, oil on board "A Reason for Enchantment" 51cm x 40cm, the reverse with Gallery 238 label,
signed  **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot £100-150

809 **Nicholas Down, sunset study oil on board 51cm x 40cm, signed **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be
payable on this lot £100-150

810  19th Century watercolour, indistinctly signed, Continental scene with castle and figure by a stream 39cm x
32cm, contained in a decorative gilt frame ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

811 Giovanni Barbaro (1864-1915) watercolours a pair, Egyptian Scenes with pyramids, sphynx and bedouin 28cm
x 75cm £200-300

812 19th Century watercolour, unsigned, Continental street scene with figures before a cathedral 44cm by 55cm
£50-75

813 A Victorian gouache, study of 2 young girls 36cm x 31cm, contained in maple frames, Army and Navy Co-
operative Society label to reverse £50-75

Some foxing

814 An 18th Century gouache portrait of a bewigged gentleman, the reverse marked Thomas Locke Esquire 24cm
x 19cm, contained in a gilt frame £80-120

This lot has a crack to the bottom of the frame but is otherwise in good condition.

815 A 19th Century oil on card, unsigned, study of figures walking in snowy landscape 9cm x 21cm £50-75

816 19th Century watercolour, sailing ship with tender 17cm x 24cm £50-75
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817 A Victorian stitch work sampler Mary Hale with alphabet, numbers and motto "Our Saviour last words it is
finished" 27cm x 18cm £50-75

818 An ink study of a standing heron, unsigned 36cm x 26cm £50-75

819 William Patten (act. c1810-1843), portrait of a boy with cricket bat, signed and dated 1833 20cm x 16cm,
reverse with Fine Art Society label ( photo centre pages ) £300-500

820 ** Joao Vaz De Carvalho, born 1958, acrylic on canvas, study of figures with fish, monogrammed JVC and
dated '87, signed to the reverse, 49cm x 64cm **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot
£300-500

821 John Colin Angus (1907-2002, Australian), oil on board, cottage by lake  signed and dated'79, 29cm x 40cm
£50-75

822 G Bottoni, Continental impressionist oil on board signed, meadow scene with buildings and sea in distance,
reverse marked Gianfranco Bottoni, 40cm x 62cm £50-75

823 A 19th Century black and white photograph of The Moon, January 20th 1880 time 8.47 GMT, contained in a
green wooden frame 56cm x 41cm £100-150

824 John Colin Angus, (1907-2002, Australian) oil on board, "Hazy Summer" 39cm x 59cm signed and dated '79
£50-75

825 J Hawkesworth, a draft of Bonthain Bay, situated about 30 leagues to the SE of Macassar in The Island of
Celebes latitude 5 degrees 34 degrees SO, published by Alex Hogg and Kings Arms, 16 Paternoster Row
22cm x 34cm £50-75

826 G Bottoni, oil on board, study of a field of poppies with building, reverse marked Toscana B.H, 29cm x 49cm,
monogrammed £50-75

827 Pond, impressionist oil on board, harbour scene with lobster pots, reverse marked Lilac House Justfield
Westerham Kent, 63cm x 120cm, signed and dated '61 £50-75

828 William Noble Hardwick (1805-1865), watercolour signed and dated '64, view of the Grand Canal Venice
22.5cm x 37cm £100-150

829 **Robert William Bates, watercolour "Feelings" study of 2 dogs crying at the moon, signed and titled 35cm x
18cm **Please note: Artists Re-sale Rights may be payable on this lot £80-120

830 John Speed, a hand-coloured engraved map of the Americas. "America with those known parts in that
unknowne worlde, both people and manner of Buildings". Discribed and inlarged by J. S. Ano. 1626, Thomas
Bassett and Richard Chiswell (1676), framed and double glazed showing English text on verso. The vertical
margins that should display costumed figures have been replaced 39cm h x 51cm w £200-300

We believe this to be an original John Speed map. There is a fold mark down the centre, several minor
creases throughout and some small patches of staining down the left hand side but no tears, holes or damage.
The map does not appear to be stuck down.

831 David Cox Junior (1809-1885), pencil and watercolour drawing unsigned, "Arundel Castle From South" 54cm x
87cm the reverse with Michael Bryan Cheyne Walk London label ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

This lot has some very minor spots of foxing in the skyline but is otherwise generally in good condition.

832 Angela Newberry, artists proof limited edition print "Koi Pond" no.7 of 100, signed and dated 1986 40cm x
48cm £50-75

833 Snaffles (Charles Johnson Payne, 1884-1967), prints, a pair, signed in pencil "The Finest View in Europe" and
"The Worst View in Europe" 42cm x 66cm £50-75

There is some foxing to both pictures
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834 Giovanni Maria Cassini (1745-1822), Le Isone Della Societa E Di Noel Delineate Fulle Ultime Offervazioni del
Captain Cook Roma Preffo La Calcografia Camerale 1798, coloured borders and vignette 38cm x 51cm
£50-75

835 John Dalrymple Calder Marshall(1895-1970), oil on board signed Jack Marshall and dated 1966, label on
verso "Sugar Engine" 45cm x 59cm £60-80

836 Simchev '07, oil on canvas, mountainous landscape 50cm x 70cm £100-150

837 A Victorian Berlin wool work panel of Christ and 1 other figure 32cm x 27cm together with 1 other "Kuch and
Her Children in the Cornfield" 23cm x 24cm (glass title mount is cracked) £50-75

838 G Barbaro Amalei, watercolour drawing, head and shoulders portrait of a Mediterranean gentleman smoking a
pipe with bay and buildings behind 61cm x 48cm, signed £80-120

Some foxing in places

839 Robert Thorne Waite, (1842-1935), watercolour drawing, "Haymaking at Steyning" 31cm x 74cm signed and
dated 1911, reverse with Michael Bryan label 20a Cheyne Walk London £150-200

This lot is in good condition.

840 Jeff Leedy, limited edition print no. 177 of 950, signed, "I Don't do Windows" the reverse with certificate 77cm x
48cm £50-75

841 William Moppett, oil painting, beach scene with figure, the reverse labelled Near Old Shoreham, signed, 32cm
x 44cm together with 2 others Lil Saint Louis Paris and a country scene, all signed, 33cm x 43cm, in gilt
finished frames £60-80

842 Of Royal interest, a 1954 signed Christmas card "Best Wishes for Christmas and New Year 1954 Elizabeth R"
18cm x 42cm, in a gilt frame ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

843 Of Royal interest, a 1951 signed Christmas card "Best Wishes for Christmas 1951" George R  Elizabeth R"
23cm x 40cm, in a gilt frame £60-80

844 Of Royal interest, a black and white Christmas card for HM Queen Elizabeth The Queen Mother "Best Wishes
For Christmas and The New Year Elizabeth R" 19cm x 32cm, in gilt frame £50-75

845 20th Century, mixed media, Chinese mountainous landscape, signed 91cm by 45cm £50-75

846 John McIntosh Madden (1856-1923) oils on board signed, a pair, "Milford Sound" and "Smith Sound" (New
Zealand) unframed, 23cm by 33cm £50-80
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Clocks and Scientific Instruments

851 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with 5cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a gilt
metal case marked R and C, Made in France 11cm x 7cm x 5.5cm, complete with key £40-60

The clock is currently running

852 A 19th Century French 8 day timepiece contained in a gilt metal and pink porcelain case with Roman
numerals, the case surmounted by a lidded urn, the back plate marked VR 90800355, complete with pendulum
and key £200-250

The clock is currently running

853 A 19th Century French 8 day carriage timepiece with 3.5cm silvered dial, Arabic numerals, contained in a gilt
metal case 10cm x 7cm x 6cm, complete with key £60-80

This clock is currently running

854 Elkington of Regent Street, a 19th Century 4 glass mantel clock, the 10cm enamelled dial with visible
escapement marked Elkington and Co Regent Street, having a twin mercurial pendulum the back plate marked
E&C813 26cm h x 17cm w x 14cm d £150-180

There are 2 cracks to the dial at 6 o'clock, chip to the dial at 12, the case is verdigris in places

855 Charles Frodsham of London, a brass and mahogany Globe clock raised on a circular turned mahogany base,
serial number 0395/5000 24cm h x 16cm diam. ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Clock is currently running

856 Chappement Brevete, a French 19th Century alabaster timepiece with enamelled dial and Roman numerals,
the pendulum in the form of a boy on a swing 23cm h x 20cm w x 9cm d, complete with key and glass dome
38cm h x 26cm w x 15cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

Clock is currently running, there are slight chips to the alabaster and to the base of the dome

857 A Victorian timepiece with enamelled dial, Roman numerals, contained in a gilt metal case and with floral
patterned porcelain plaque to the centre 38cm h x 21cm w x 15cm d, complete with key £60-90

The clock is currently running

858 A striking on gong longcase clock, the 27cm silvered dial marked Jagemunn of Munchen and with gilt chapter
ring, contained in a mahogany case 199cm h x 42cm w x 26cm d £40-60

859 A 19th Century, 17th Century style double fusee chain driven lantern clock with 16cm silvered dial, Roman
numerals, contained in a gilt metal case striking on a bell 42cm h x 18cm w x 18cm d £300-400

This clock is generally in good condition and is currently in working order.

860 A Vienna style regulator with 8cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals and minute indicator contained in a walnut
case complete with pendulum and key 117cm h x 46cm w x 15cm d £50-75

861 Joseph Green of North Shields, an 18th Century 8 day striking on bell longcase clock, the 30cm arched gilt dial
with silvered chapter ring and gilt spandrels marked Joseph Green North Shields, minute indicator and
calendar aperture, contained in an inlaid mahogany case 233cm h x 38cm w x 26cm d, complete with
pendulum and key £400-600

There is a crack to the right hand side of the door, some water damage

862 An early 20th Century German 8 day striking on gong bracket clock, the 17cm dial with Roman numerals,
chime/silent dial, fast/slow dial, contained in an oak case 44cm h x 28.5cm w x 20cm d., complete with
pendulum and key £50-75

The clock is currently running, the numerals are rubbed in places
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863 Japy Freres, 19th Century French clock garniture, the striking mantel clock with 8cm enamelled dial, Roman
numerals, the back plated marked Japy Freres 253 contained in a stepped pink veined marble case
surmounted by a gilt painted spelter figure of a lady "Parfum De Iris" 49cm h x 27cm x 14cm, together with two
5 light candelabrum £60-80

The clock is not running and there is no pendulum

864 A Victorian French 8 day striking mantel clock, the 10cm enamelled dial with Roman numerals marked
Reading, contained in a 2 colour marble architectural case 22cm h x 22cm w x 14cm d, complete with
pendulum and key £40-50

The case is marked

865 Ansonia, a 19th Century American 8 day, striking on gong, shelf clock with 11cm enamelled dial, Arabic
numerals contained in a carved oak case 43cm h x 32cm w x 14cm d, complete with pendulum but no key
£30-50

The clock is intermittently running

866 A 19th Century French comtoise clock, the 23cm enamelled dial with Roman numerals, marked Bros
a'Conneins, contained in an embossed brass outer case decorated cornucopias, complete with pendulum and
key (no weights) £30-50

867 An Edwardian barograph contained in an oak and bevelled glass case, the base fitted a drawer 24cm h x 39cm
w x 23cm d ( photo centre pages ) £120-150

Currently running

868 Matthew Norman, a 20th Century carriage timepiece with 6cm enamelled dial, Roman numerals marked
Matthew Norman London, contained in a gilt case 11cm x 8cm x 6.5cm £50-75

Clock is running but has no key

869 A Waterbury Clock Co. 8 day striking on bell carriage clock with 5cm dial, Roman numerals, contained in a gilt
metal case with leather carrying case 11cm x 8cm x 6cm £40-60

Crack to the dial, currently running but no key

870 John Varley, an 18th Century 8 day striking longcase clock, the 31cm gilt dial with Roman numerals and gilt
spandrels, phases of the moon dial, calendar aperture, contained in a later carved oak case decorated a figure
of St Michael defeating the devil 212cm h, together with 3 pendulums, 4 weights and a key £200-300

871 Winterhalder and Hofmeier, a striking on 2 gongs bracket clock with 15cm silvered dial Arabic numerals,
contained in an arched mahogany case, complete with pendulum   (no key) 37cm h x 28cm w x 17cm d £50-75

872 A French 8 day carriage timepiece with 5.5cm enamelled dial Roman numerals, contained in a gilt metal case
11cm x 8cm w x 6cm (no key) £40-60

Clock is currently running
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Rugs and Carpets

881 A blue and red ground Meshwani runner with 5 diamonds to the centre 244cm x 59cm £75-95

882 A black, green and orange ground Maimana Kilim runner with geometric design 297cm x 82cm £75-95

883 An oatmeal ground and floral patterned Kashmiri stitched panel 170cm  x 118cm £50-75

884 A blue, black and white ground Bokhara runner with 13 octagons to the centre within a multi row border 240cm
x 80cm £40-60

Fringe has been reduced, some staining in places

885 A red, orange, white and black ground Afghan rug with 3 stylised diamonds to the centre, 195cm x 103cm
£40-60

Some signs of wear

886 A white and blue ground floral patterned Afghan rug, the centre formed of 40 squares 303cm x 201cm £40-60

Wear and moth throughout

887 A red, green, blue and white ground Maimana Kilim runner with all over diamond design 251cm x 153cm
£150-180

888 A white, green and black chobi kilim rug with all over geometric design, 123cm x 81cm £70-90

889 An orange, blue white and red suzni kilim runner with diamond design 328cm x 79cm £90-120

890 A yellow, green and turquoise ground Chobi Kilim rug with all over geometric designs 196cm x 153cm
£150-180

891 A white, orange and green ground Chobi Kilim rug 123cm x 80cm £70-90

892 A white, orange and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with 6 diamonds to the centre 193cm x 63cm £80-120

893 A white, orange and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with 6 diamonds to the centre 205cm x 65cm £80-120

894 A red and blue ground Meshwani runner with 4 diamonds to the centre 248cm x 63cm £100-150

895 A yellow, turquoise and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over geometric designs 245cm x 80cm
£120-140

896 A tan, black and brown ground Maimana Kilim rug with all over geometric design 210cm x 62cm £70-90

897 A machine made tapestry panel with seated figures 110cm x 84cm £70-90

898 An orange white and green ground Chobi Kilim runner with all over geometric designs 295cm x 88cm
£130-160
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Antique and Fine Quality Furniture

931 A 19th Century rectangular oak side table fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, raised on square tapered supports
77cm h x 91cm w x 49cm d £50-75

Split to top, contact marks in places

932 A Victorian mahogany step commode with red inset leather surface, raised on turned supports 42cm h x 49cm
w x 41cm d £30-50

Contact marks in places

933 A Georgian mahogany oval drop flap dining table raised on club supports with pad feet 72cm h x 139cm x
53cm £80-120

Water and contact marks in places

934 A 19th Century Dutch carved oak display cabinet on cabinet with moulded cornice and lion ring masks,
decorated with a pair of standing musicians, the base fitted 1 long drawer enclosed by a carved panelled door
depicting a knife fight at an inn 210cm h x 104cm w x 56cm d £100-150

Sun bleach, ring and contact marks in places

935 A 19th Century mahogany corner cabinet with moulded cornice fitted shelves enclosed by a panelled door, the
base fitted 1 long and 2 dummy drawers 131cm h x 85cm w x 60cm d £40-60

936 A Victorian aesthetic movement inlaid pitch pine chest fitted 2 short and 3 long drawers, raised on a platform
base 110cm h x 116cm w x 54cm d £80-120

Th9s chest is missing some small sections of inlay and crossbanding from the drawer fronts and the edges of
the top. The back of the top is slightly warped and there are some contact marks in places

937 A 19th Century elm smoker's bow elbow chair raised on turned supports with H framed stretcher, 80cm h x
66cm w x 40cm d £50-75

The frame is loose

938 A 19th Century crossbanded mahogany chest of 3 long drawers with replacement oval brass drop handles,
raised on bracket feet 98cm h x 106cm w x 65cm d £80-120

Ring and contact marks in places, top is slightly warped, split to the top

939 A circular Chippendale style mahogany occasional table with pie crust edge, raised on club supports, ball and
claw feet 65cm h x 89cm diam. £50-75

Contact marks in places

940 A 19th Century Dutch inlaid parquetry bedside cabinet with 3/4 gallery and recess above drawer, raised on
cabriole supports 64cm h x 47cm w x 31cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Some damage to the back of the 3/4 gallery, contact marks in places

941 A Sheraton style shield shaped plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame 58cm h x
41cm w x 25cm d £30-40

942 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany bow front chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers, raised on bracket feet 99cm h x
89cm w x 52cm w £40-60

Top is warped, signs of old but treated worm, inlay missing in places, top right hand lock is missing

943 A Georgian mahogany chest on chest with moulded cornice, fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers, above 3 long
drawers, raised on bracket feet 180cm h x 104cm w x 57cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

The handles have been replaced, the locks to the 2 short drawers are missing, top section of the middle
drawer lock is missing, lock to the 1st drawer of the base is missing, sun bleaching to the front, 1 swan neck
handle is missing,
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944 A Georgian style carved mahogany open arm library chair, the seat and back upholstered in blue leather,
raised on cabriole supports 98cm h x 56cm w x 46cm d (seat 23cm x 30cm) £60-80

945 A carved oak cabinet formed from old timber, the top formed from 4 planks, raised on bracket feet enclosed by
panelled doors 78cm h x 99cm w x 50cm £50-75

The top is slightly warped

946 A Georgian rectangular mahogany tea table fitted a drawer, raised on square supports 75cm h x 90cm w x
44cm d £50-75

The top is warped, scratches, ring and contact marks in places

947 A 1930's oval bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a black lacquered chinoiserie style frame 56cm x 81cm
£40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, 2 old repairs to the right hand side of the frame

948 A 19th Century circular mahogany wine table with dish style stop, raised on bulbous turned column and tripod
base 72cm h x 53cm diam. £30-50

Contact, water marks and pitting in places

949 A Victorian light oak kneehole desk with green leather inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers
73cm h x 121cm w x 65cm d £100-150

Beading missing in places, veneer missing to central drawer and other places, 5 handles missing

950 A 17th Century carved oak drop flap gateleg dining table, the top carved a figure of Boudicca with butterfly
hinges, raised on turned and block supports 72cm h x 129cm x 36cm £150-180

The underside has signs of old but treated worm to one flap, one flap is a possible replacement, pitting and
contact marks in places

951 A pair of Ethiopian circular stools with turquoise and polished stone inlay 33cm h x 36cm diam. and 30cm x
34cm  diam. £70-90

952 A mid 17th Century carved oak coffer of panelled construction with carved lunettes to the front panel, the top
with old iron chain, the interior fitted a candle box 52cm h x 118cm w x 48cm d £150-200

The lock is missing, the pin hinges are replacements, signs of old but treated worm in places

953 A pair of Victorian carved walnut balloon back dining chairs with carved mid rails and over stuffed seats, raised
on cabriole supports 85cm h x 44cm w x 42cm d £30-40

Frames are loose, signs of old but treated worm to the base

954 An 18th/19th Century carved oak cabinet constructed of 18th Century and later timber, the interior fitted
shelves enclosed by a panelled door 108cm h x 74cm w x 43cm d £40-60

955 A 19th Century inlaid mahogany bow front dressing table with 3/4 gallery, 2 long drawers above 2 short
drawers, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 75cm h x 107cm w x 50cm d £40-60

There is damage to the veneers on the front of the drawers, the plate glass top is chipped

956 A 19th Century rectangular oak commode with hinged lid and shaped apron, raised on square supports 46cm
h x 48cm w x 43cm d £30-40

There is a split to the warped top, no liner

957 A 19th Century rectangular oak campaign stool with woven cane seat, raised on 6 detachable turned supports
44cm h x 133cm w x 28cm d £50-75

In weathered condition

958 An 18th Century oak side table, the top formed of 3 planks fitted a drawer, raised on square turned supports
with H framed stretcher 74cm h x 92cm w x 50cm d £50-75

The top is warped, contact marks, sun bleached and scratches in places
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959 An 18th/19th Century bleached oak cabinet with shelved interior enclosed by panelled doors 101cm h x 203cm
w x 38cm d £80-120

The top is warped and has a split

960 A 19th Century Continental drop flap mahogany dining table, raised on 6 turned and reeded supports, brass
caps and ceramic casters together with 4 extra leaves 70cm h x 114cm w x 58cm l when closed x 167cm when
extended £60-90

Contact marks in places

961 An 18th/19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame with
shaped base, fitted 1 long and 2 short drawers, on bracket feet 76cm h x 53cm w x 29cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, sun bleached and contact marks in places

962 A Victorian walnut and brass banded writing slope with hinged lid 15cm h x 35cm w x 23cm d £40-60

This lot has a small piece of replaced veneer to one edge and the parts of the brass stringing is rising on the
front. There are some minor scratches to the exterior.

963 A pair of 19th Century French gilt painted open arm salon chairs with woven cane seats and backs, raised on
cabriole supports with X framed stretchers 113cm h x 65cm w x 49cm d (seats 35cm x 33cm) £50-100

1 has damaged to the cane seat

966 A Georgian style rectangular mahogany occasional table raised on cabriole supports 45cm h x 50cm w x 34cm
d £40-60

967 A set of 6 oak Aesthetic movement stick and rail back dining chairs with woven cane drop in seats and red
seat swabs, raised on square tapered supports with H framed stretchers 101cm h x 43cm w x 43cm d £50-75

Frames are loose

968 An Edwardian style rectangular inlaid mahogany work table with hinged lid and deep basket, raised on square
tapered supports 75cm h x 50cm w x 39cm d £80-120

The top is warped and has water damage

969 A Victorian circular snap top breakfast table, raised on a pillar and tripod base 71cm h x 102cm diam. £40-60

There is a split to the top, water and contact marks in places

970 A 1920's Georgian style circular oak lazy Susan with pie crust edge 12cm x 55cm diam. £50-75

The top is warped, water marked

971 A Georgian inlaid mahogany corner wash stand, the upper section with 3 bowl receptacles, raised on outswept
supports 105cm h x 59cm w x 42cm d £30-50

Contact and water marks in places

972 A 19th Century oval plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame on a rectangular base fitted 3
drawers, raised on bracket feet 58cm h x 45cm w x 19cm d £30-50

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, contact marks in places

973 A Georgian mahogany enclosed wash stand the hinged lid revealing a recess, 2 brass carrying handles to the
sides, fitted a cupboard enclosed by a panelled door with drawer below, raised on square tapered supports
80cm h x 48cm w x 48cm d £40-60

Top is warped, ring, water and contact marks in places

974 An Ipswich style oak oval drop flap, gate leg, tea table raised on turned supports 110cm h x 100cm w x 127cm
d £40-60

Contact marks in places

975 A 19th Century oval drop flap Pembroke table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on square tapered supports 62cm h
x 76cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Sun bleached, split to top
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976 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass swan neck drop handles, raised
on bracket feet 77cm h x 107cm w x 53cm d £60-80

Contact marks and scratches in places

977 A 19th Century gilt painted Louis style tub back salon chair with overstuffed seat, raised on cabriole supports
73cm h x 52cm w x 42cm d £70-90

Frame is loose

978 A mid-century 'atomic' pattern rectangular ebonised and gilt painted glass 2 tier occasional table 60cm h x
76cm w x 38cm d £60-80

Some light scratches and contact marks to the glass top

979 A Georgian mahogany sideboard fitted a central drawer flanked by a drawer and cupboard with brass oval
drop handles, raised on square tapered supports 95cm h x 160cm w x 68cm d £60-90

Contact and water marks in places, cock beading is missing in places to the short drawer

980 A Georgian mahogany chest of 2 short and 2 long drawers with original brass swan neck drop handles, raised
on bracket feet 115cm h x 113cm w x 56cm d £150-200

Some light scratches in places, small section of timber let in beneath the left hand escutcheon which is missing

981 A Georgian style circular 3 tier dumb waiter raised on a pillar and tripod base 92cm h x 36cm diam. to bottom
tier £40-60

Top is warped

982 A 19th Century mahogany chiffonier fitted a drawer with brass drop handles above cupboard enclosed by
panelled doors raised on a platform base 95cm h x 111cm w x 39cm d £50-75

Top is split, water and contact marks in places, small section of timber missing to the top of the left hand door

983 A pair of Edwardian mahogany show frame wing armchairs upholstered in tapestry material, raised on square
supports 89cm h x 56cm w x 41cm d (seat 40cm x 42cm) £50-75

Frames are loose, some contact marks

984 An Edwardian Sutherland table with undertier raised on outswept supports 72cm h x 60cm w x 28cm £40-60

Contact marks in places

985 A rectangular Georgian oak tea table fitted a drawer, raised on square supports 70cm h x 101cm w x 40cm d
£50-75

The top has pitting and contact marks in places

986 An 18th Century carved oak bible box with hinged lid and iron lock front, raised on later turned supports 47cm
h x 60cm w x 45cm d £40-60

A 16cm piece of timber is missing to the top which is warped, has replacement hinges and the iron lock to the
interior is missing

987 A Victorian rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany swing frame, raised on bun feet
80cm x 71cm x 32cm £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, a 3 cm section of beading missing, base has a split

988 A 17th Century oak mule chest with hinged lid, the foliate carved frieze inscribed AH 1700, the base fitted 2
drawers raised on stile supports. The drawers featuring an internal  sliding bar locking mechanism (bars not
present)  82cm h x 145cm w x 54cm d £40-60

The replacement? top panel is warped, 2 panels are split, replacement hinges and brass drop handles to the
front, signs of old but treated worm in places including feet and top right side panel which is also missing a
small section, frame and lid are loose, candle box is damaged, the tongue to the lock is missing. The
escutcheon has been covered with a nailed wooden plate, the stile supports have been extended
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989 A 19th Century oval mahogany cellarette with gilt metal banding and lion ring drop handles, raised on outswept
supports 53cm h x 61cm w x 44cm d £200-300

The top is a later replacement, the banding is loose in places, a small section of timber is missing to the top, all
legs are loose

990 A set of 3 19th/20th Century graduated camphor coffers with hinged lids 27cm x 62cm x 30cm, 22cm x 53cm x
25cm and 16cm x 41cm x 20cm d £70-90

991 A pair of Edwardian inlaid mahogany bedroom chairs with tracery backs and upholstered seats raised on
square tapered supports 85cm h x 42cm w x 38cm d £40-60

One has old repair to the back, both have contact marks in places

992 A Victorian D shaped mahogany tea table raised on turned column and tripod base 77cm h x 90cm w x 44cm d
£50-75

Top is warped, contact marks and 1 of the planks is loose

993 A Victorian mahogany chiffonier of serpentine outline, the raised back with shelf above mirror, the base fitted a
secret drawer above pair of panelled doors with spiral turned columns to the sides, on a platform base 148cm
h x 105cm w x 38cm d £50-75

Top is slightly warped, has a split, contact marks in places

994 A Georgian Hepplewhite style bleached mahogany commode chair with upholstered drop in seat on square
supports 84cm h x 50cm w x 48cm d £40-60

Arms are loose, stain to seat

995 A 17th  Century oak dresser base, the top formed from 3 planks fitted 4 drawers with steel locks, brass
escutcheons and replacement swan neck drop handles, raised on cabriole supports 84cm h x 238cm w x
44cm d £300-500

There are signs of old but treated worm to the legs, pitting and wear in places, each drawer has 2 scars where
original handles were fitted, there is a crack to the bottom left hand side of the left hand drawer. There is some
old water damage to the legs, particularly the back ones.

996 A 17th/18th Century oak mule chest with hinged lid and iron lock and brass escutcheon, the base fitted 1 short
and 2 long drawers with replacement brass swan neck drop handles, raised on square feet 80cm h x 136cm w
x 58cm d £120-150

The top is slightly warped, contact marks and light scratches in places, the iron hinges are original, 1 tongue to
the lock is missing

997 A Victorian mahogany show frame tub back office chair with spindle decoration upholstered in brown material,
raised on turned supports 79cm h x 66cm w x 57cm ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

Upholstery requires attention

998 A rectangular mahogany butler's tray raised on a folding stand 76cm h x 82cm w x 54cm d £80-120

Tray has 2 splits and water marks

999 An 18th Century oak double corner cabinet with moulded cornice, both sections enclosed by panelled doors
with H framed brass hinges 201cm h x 90cm w x 64cm d £60-80

There are signs of old but treated worm to the back, a section of moulding is missing to top right hand edge

1000 A pair of Continental Art Nouveau carved oak and white veined marble bedside cabinets with raised backs,
fitted a drawer above cupboard enclosed by a panelled door 108cm h x 46cm w x 37cm d £70-90

One has a crack to the marble and 1 has a split to the raised back. The marble shelf is 80cm from the ground.

1002 An 18th Century Irish carved mahogany side chair with vase shaped spat back and upholstered drop in seat
on carved cabriole supports 98cm h x 56cm w x 46cm d £80-120

Sections of timber have been let in in 2 places to the cresting rail, frame is loose, 2 repairs to the front legs
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1003 A Victorian circular snap top breakfast table raised on bulbous turned column and tripod base 72cm h x 133cm
diam. £40-60

Slight split to top, pitting, contact and water marks in places

1004 A Victorian rectangular oak and brass mounted smokers cabinet, the base fitted a drawer with patented sliding
top 16cm h x 30cm w x 11cm d £40-60

The sliding top is slightly stiff

1005 A 19th Century Anglo Indian hardwood country house style wedge shaped letter box with armorial and carved
dragon decoration 38cm h x 26cm w x 19cm d £90-120

There is a 3cm chip to the slot, there is no key with this box

1006 A Georgian inlaid mahogany knife box of serpentine outline and hinged lid revealing a well fitted interior 35cm
h x 22cm w x 26cm d £50-75

Some satinwood stringing missing from the edge, damage to handle and by the escutcheon

1007 A 19th Century rectangular plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame, raised on bow front
base fitted 3 drawers, raised on bun supports 50cm h x 47cm w x 19cm d £30-50

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1008 A 19th Century Anglo Chinese Country House style pillar letter box of wedge form, with heavily carved dragon
decoration and armorial to the centre, complete with key 40cm h x 27cm w x 19cm d £120-150

Small section of timber missing to the right hand edge and to the opening of the slit

1010 A pair of Victorian carved rosewood show frame stools on gilt metal and ceramic ball and claw supports 14cm
h x 32cm w x 23cm d £80-120

There are cracks to the frames in places

1011 An Edwardian Art Nouveau metamorphic carved mahogany show frame chair, the rising back fitted a bevelled
oval plate mirror, upholstered in floral material on turned supports 102cm h x 46cm w x 41cm d £70-90

The frame is loose, silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration in places, chip to the left hand side

1012 A 19th Century oval plate wall mirror contained in a decorative gilt frame 80cm h x 64cm £50-75

1013 A set of 3 Regency ebonised rope back dining chairs with woven cane seats and backs, raised on sabre
supports 82cm h x 45cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

1014 A Georgian mahogany bureau, the fall front revealing a well fitted interior with pigeon holes and drawers,
above 4 long drawers, raised on ogee bracket feet 100cm h x 82cm w x 50cm d £40-60

The fall front is warped, ring and ink marks in places, small section of timber missing to the top right hand side
of the fall front which is pitted in places, small section of left foot is missing

1015 A Victorian arched bevelled plate wall mirror contained in a heavily carved frame with scallop and grape
decoration 126cm x 65cm £100-150

1016 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany display cabinet with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal style
glazed panelled doors with undertier, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet  173cm h x 107cm w x
40cm d £50-75

There is a small section of timber missing to the cornice, sections of astragal style glazing bars are missing
and the lock is missing

1017 A Victorian oak and zinc lined food cabinet with moulded cornice, enclosed by panelled doors, formed from old
timber 52cm h x 106cm w x 39cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places
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1019 A 19th Century rectangular deeply carved camphor box with hinged lid and fall front, the interior fitted 2
shallow trays 20cm h x 43cm w x 48cm d £60-80

There is a split to the top

1020 A Victorian carved oak adjustable piano stool with floral Berlin woolwork seat, raised on a bobbin turned
column and tripod base 55cm h x 35cm diam. £40-60

Does not sit straight and true, has a possible replacement finial to the base

1021 A Queen Anne style quarter veneered walnut apprentice chest fitted 3 drawers with gilt handles, raised on
bracket feet 25cm h x 27cm x 16cm £30-50

Veneer to the top is bubbling at the back, water and contact marks in places

1022 A 19th Century square inlaid mahogany tea caddy with hinged lid 11cm x 11cm x 11.5cm £30-50

Some sun and water damage to the front

1023 A Georgian style quarter veneered mahogany chest of serpentine outline fitted a brushing slide above 4 long
drawers with gilt swan neck drop handles with canted corners, raised on bracket feet 80cm h x 70cm w x 48cm
d £60-80

The top is slightly warped, sun bleaching and small section of veneer missing

1024 A 19th Century mahogany partners desk with inset green leather writing surface, the frieze fitted 2 long
drawers, the pedestals 8 short drawers and double cupboard, 67cm h x 160cm w 75cm d ( photo centre pages
) £180-220

Contact marks in places

1025 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany tub back chair, raised on turned and fluted supports upholstered in tapestry
material 89cm h x 57cm w x 36cm d £30-40

Section of inlay missing to the back, frame is loose, seat is worn

1026 David Walker, a 19th Century rectangular inlaid specimen wood box with hinged lid, the interior fitted a
rectangular tray marked Made At The Industrial School Bonnygate Parrish of St Marys, made by David Walker
Jamaica 10cm h x 28cm w x 20cm d ( photo centre pages ) £80-120

Top and interior tray are slightly warped, the lock and escutcheon are missing

1027 A 19th Century open arm, bar back desk/carver chair with overstuffed seat, raised on square fluted supports
85cm h x 52cm w x 42cm d £30-40

Frame is loose, there are old iron repairs to both arms

1028 An Edwardian rectangular mahogany box seat duet stool with hinged lid, raised on cabriole supports 62cm h x
63cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Three of the ears to the top of the cabriole supports are missing

1029 A 19th Century pine chest with faux bamboo columns to the sides fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers with brass
escutcheons and replacement handles, raised on turned supports 79cm h x 99cm w x 46cm d £80-120

The top of this chest is warped and split, the handles have been replaced and there are scratches, scuffs and
contact marks to all edges and surfaces.

1030 An Edwardian gilt painted open armchair with spindle decoration, the back painted flowers and with Berlin
woolwork seat raised on square tapered supports 79cm h x 53cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Movement in the frame

1031 A 17th/18th Century oak bureau with stepped interior fitted a well, the base fitted 2 short and 2 long drawers
(possible replacement handles) raised on bracket feet 102cm h x 91cm w x 52cm d £50-75

The top has ink marks and pitting, there is a section of timber replaced above the lock and three small sections
of timber replaced in the fall front. 102cm h x 91cm w x 52cm d
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1032 A carved mahogany spinning chair with shaped seat, raised on turned supports, the back dated 1920 99cm h x
31cm w x 40cm d £40-60

Small chip to the back, sun bleached

1033 A 19th Century mahogany square piano case converted for use as a sideboard, fitted a drawer and raised on
square tapered supports, brass caps and casters 85cm h x 161cm w x 57cm d £60-80

Water stain to the top

1034 A 1930's Chippendale style mahogany bow front display cabinet with raised back, cupboard enclosed by a
panelled door flanked by cupboards enclosed by astragal glazed doors, raised on cabriole supports 133cm h x
120cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Sun bleached and contact marks in places

1035 A Georgian drop flap dining table raised on club supports with pad feet 70cm h x 123cm w x 54cm d £50-75

Top is split and warped, sun bleached

1036 A pair of 19th Century Dutch mahogany slat back open arm chairs, the seats of serpentine outline upholstered
in Regency striped material, raised on cabriole supports 102cm h x 54cm w x 45cm d £60-80

Frames loose, both have old repairs to the back

1037 A 19th Century mahogany writing/library table fitted a frieze drawer on square supports with turned H framed
stretcher, brass caps and casters 68cm h x 111cm w x 69cm d £60-90

Top is warped and has a split

1038 A Victorian mahogany extending dining table with 3 extra leaves, raised on turned and reeded supports 74cm
h x 139cm w x 152cm l x 299cm l when fully extended, complete with winder £100-150

The table has contact marks, light scratches and pitting throughout, 1 leaf has a split

1039 A Victorian mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in white material raised on turned supports 84cm
h x 60cm w x 60cm £40-60

The frame is loose, upholstery slightly stained

1040 A set of 4 17th Century style oak rail back dining chairs with woven leather seats, raised on turned and block
supports with H framed stretcher 89cm h x 47cm w x 41cm d £50-75

Frames loose, 1 chair is missing a finial, some studs are missing

1041 A Victorian mahogany extending dining table raised on turned and reeded supports with 1 extra leaf 72cm h x
102cm w x 102cm l x 145cm l when extended, complete with winder £50-75

Sun bleached, contact marks and scratches in places

1042 A Victorian oak desk with brown inset writing surface above 1 long and 8 short drawers with brass drop
handles 76cm h x 132cm w x 69cm w £80-120

Desk is in one piece, contact, ink marks and light scratches in places, lock missing to central drawer

1043 A 19th Century Dutch walnut centre table of serpentine outline, raised on a shaped carved pedestal base
140cm w x 100cm d £100-150

The top is scratched in places

1044 A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in green and white chequered material, raised on cabriole
supports 115cm h x 74cm w x 70cm d (seat 40cm x 40cm) £50-75

Movement in the frame, the upholstery is stained

1045 A 19th Century painted elm ladder back chair decorated a lidded urn and with woven rush seat, raised on
turned supports 92cm h x 59cm w x 43cm d £40-60

Seat requires attention
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1046 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany wine table raised on bulbous turned column and tripod base 69cm h x
50cm w x 39cm d £40-60

Top is warped and water stained

1047 A Victorian arched plate dressing table mirror contained in a mahogany frame, the base of serpentine outline
80cm h x 68cm w x 31cm d £40-60

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration

1048 An 18th Century oak corner chair with turned rails and upholstered seat, raised on square tapered supports,
76cm h x 80cm w x 60cm d £40-60

Frame is loose, old repair to arm

1049 A pair of Dutch mahogany bar back dining chairs, the seats and backs upholstered in cream material, raised
on sabre supports 86cm h x 48cm w x 41cm d £40-60

Frames loose

1051 An 18th Century oak slat back corner chair with upholstered drop in seat, raised on square supports with X
framed stretcher 81cm h x 77cm w x 61cm d £40-60

Split to one of the slat backs, frame is loose, old repair to the stretcher

1052 A 17th/18th Century oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with iron locks and replacement drop handles,
raised on bracket feet 92cm h x 99cm w x 59cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-250

Top is slightly warped, ring and contact marks in places

1053 A Victorian gilt painted show frame nursing chair upholstered in tapestry material raised on cabriole supports
108cm h x 53cm w x 53cm d £50-70

1054 An Edwardian style mahogany bow front, drop pedestal, sideboard with raised back, the centre fitted 2 drawers
flanked by cupboards with drawers above cupboard, having replacement brass handles, raised on cabriole
supports 125cm h x 184cm w x 57cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places

1055 A Georgian elm commode chair with pierced vase shaped slat back, raised on square supports 101cm h x
64cm w x 43cm d £40-60

No liner

1056 A pair of oak single panel end bedsteads formed from old timber, complete with side irons, 97cm x 92cm
£30-50

1057 A Georgian bleached oak chest of 2 short and 3 long drawers with replacement brass drop handles, raised on
bracket feet 99cm h x 105cm w x 52cm d £80-120

The top is warped, small section of timber is missing to the right hand short drawer

1058 A 1930's carved walnut single cane bergere suite comprising 2 seat sofa 78cm h x 125 cm w x 70cm d (seat
110cm w x 48cm d) and 2 matching armchairs 78cm h x 63cm w x 64cm d (seats 41cm x 34cm) all with blue
loose cushions, raised on cabriole supports £100-150

One of the chairs has 3 loose strands of caning at the top of the back rest and one damage "hole" of caning in
the centre of the back rest. The caning on the other 2 pieces is in good condition and other than some minor
scuffs to the extremities, all three pieces are in good condition.The cushions are sun bleached

1059 A William IV circular snap top rosewood breakfast table raised on a turned column and triform base with paw
feet 71cm h x 128cm diam. £80-120

Split to the centre, top is warped

1060 A Georgian style winged armchair upholstered in green and white material 115cm h x 64cm w x 60cm d (seat
32cm x 30cm) £40-60

Staining to upholstery
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1061 A circular Georgian style mahogany and figured walnut breakfast table raised on a pillar and tripod base
ending in brass caps and casters 76cm h x 153cm diam. £60-90

There are contact marks in places

1062 A set of 4 Edwardian carved mahogany Chippendale style dining chairs with pierced vase shaped slat backs
and seats of serpentine outline, raised on cabriole supports 104cm h x 52cm w x 45cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places

1064 A good collection of 19th Century and later fishing lures contained in a mahogany display case 34cm h x 48cm
w x 8cm d £50-75

Small section of moulding missing to top of the case

1065 A 19th Century elm bench raised on splat supports 47cm h x 181cm l x 23cm w £50-75

Top is bleached, ring and scratch marks in places

1066 A Queen Anne style quarter veneered walnut concave shaped chest on chest with moulded cornice, the upper
section fitted 4 drawers, the base 2 long drawers, raised on cabriole supports 155cm h x 70cm w x 48cm d
£100-150

Light contact marks in places

1067 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bureau, the cross banded fall front revealing a well fitted interior above 3 long
drawers, raised on bracket feet 95cm h x 69cm w x 43cm d £40-60

Slight crack to one side, some sun bleaching, fall front is slightly warped

1068 A Victorian rectangular mahogany side table fitted a frieze drawer, raised on turned supports 66cm h x 61cm w
x 47cm d £70-90

1069 Waring and Gillow, a 1930's Queen Anne style figured walnut and crossbanded kidney shaped dressing table
with triple mirror, the base fitted 3 drawers, raised on cabriole supports 158cm h x 114cm w x 56cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places

1070 An Edwardian nest of 3 rectangular inlaid mahogany coffee tables, raised on square tapered supports 69cm h
x 49cm w x 33cm w £40-60

Contact marks in places

1071 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany open armchair with pierced vase shaped slat back and upholstered seat, on
cabriole supports 97cm h x 57cm w x 50cm d £40-50

Frame loose

1072 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bookcase with moulded cornice, fitted shelves enclosed by astragal glazed
panelled doors, the base fitted 2 drawers, raised on square tapered supports, spade feet 172cm h x 89cm w x
36cm d £80-120

1073 An Edwardian shaped inlaid mahogany 2 tier occasional table raised on cabriole supports 70cm h x 68cm w x
39cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places

1074 An Edwardian mahogany Sutherland table raised on outswept supports 60cm h x 60cm w x 19cm d £40-60

Contact marks in places

1075 A 19th Century circular bleached mahogany breakfast table raised on a turned column and tripod base ending
in brass caps and casters 71cm h x 135cm diam. £50-75

Top slightly warped, contact marks and pitting in places
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1076 A pair of 19th Century Continental mahogany open arm chairs with woven cane seats and backs, raised on
turned and reeded supports 84cm h x 55cm w x 46cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

A 5cm sliver of wood has been broken off and repaired to the inside of the right arm of one of the chairs. A
similar sized piece has been replaced at the top of the same arm. Both chairs are otherwise generally in good
condition as are the caned seats.

1077 A set of 6 Edwardian carved oak show frame dining chairs the seats and backs upholstered in red material,
raised on cup and cover supports 94cm h x 47cm w x 46cm d £50-75

Contact marks in places, upholstery marked in places

1078 A 19th Century Georgian mahogany stick and rail back commode chair with upholstered drop in seat 89cm h x
56cm w x 44cm d £40-60

Arms loose, no liner

1079 An Edwardian mahogany tub back open armchair upholstered in Regency stripe, raised on turned supports
89cm h x 57cm w x 50cm d £40-60

Frame loose, old repairs to both arms

1080 A 19th Century mahogany bar back open arm commode chair with carved mid rail and upholstered drop in
seat, raised on turned supports 90cm h x 53cm w x 45cm d £40-60

Frame loose, contact marks in places, sun bleached

1081 A Victorian carved mahogany sideboard with carved shaped back, the base fitted 3 drawers above double
cupboard enclosed by panelled doors flanked by cupboards 160cm h x 213cm w x 60cm d £50-75

There are water and contact marks in places, sun bleached

1082 A pair of 19th Century beech framed stick and rail back kitchen carver chairs raised on turned supports with H
framed stretcher, the seats marked R G Turner 87cm h x 50cm x 51cm £60-90

Both frames are loose

1083 A Victorian bleached mahogany dressing chest with mirror and 2 glove drawers above 1 long and 8 short
drawers 139cm h x 120cm w x 59cm d £80-120

Silvering to the mirror is showing signs of deterioration, ring and contact marks in places

1084 A set of 8 Queen Anne style oak slat back dining chairs with upholstered drop in seats on cabriole supports
£100-150

Frames are loose

1085 An Art Nouveau mahogany library triple bookcase with moulded cornice, fitted adjustable shelves enclosed by
3 astragal glazed panelled doors, raised on square reeded supports 149cm h x 180cm w x 31cm d £80-120

Contact marks in places

1086 A matched set of 5 19th/20th Century elm stick and hoop back Windsor chairs raised on turned supports with
H framed stretchers comprising 2 carvers impressed H S 94cm h x 59cm w x 38cm d and 3 standard chairs
85cm h x 35cm w x 45cm d £100-150

All have contact marks

1087 A 18th Century Chinese Qing Dynasty rectangular hardwood altar/wine table with recessed leg, raised on
turned supports 82cm h x 93cm w x 45cm d ( photo centre pages ) £200-300

1088 An 18th/19th Century bleached elm stick and rail back carver chair with solid seat, raised on turned supports,
119cm h x 63cm w x 37cm d £50-75

The chair has been severely gnawed to the front right leg and there are signs of old worm to the seat. It is
otherwise generally in good condition.
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1089 A Victorian nursing chair upholstered in white and floral material, raised on turned supports, brass cap and
casters 100cm h x 55cm w x 53cm d £40-60

The frame is loose

1090 An Edwardian inlaid mahogany bookcase on cabinet with moulded and dentil cornice, fitted shelves enclosed
by glazed panelled door, the base fitted 2 long drawers above pair of panelled doors 231cm h x 107cm w x
46cm d £100-150

Contact marks in places

1091 A Sheraton style octagonal inlaid mahogany and crossbanded trinket box with ebonised stringing and hinged
lid 8.5cm h x 17cm w x 17cm d £60-90

Small section of crossbanding missing to the top

1092 A Victorian black lacquered and inlaid mother of pearl balloon back bedroom chair with shaped mid rail and
woven cane seat, raised on turned supports 80cm h x 37cm w x 36cm d £40-60

Some inlay missing, contact marks in places, old repair to back

1093 A Victorian mahogany show frame armchair upholstered in red floral material, the seat of serpentine outline,
raised on turned supports, brass caps and casters 103cm h x 62cm w x 62cm d £30-40

Frame is loose, contact marks in places

1094 A Georgian mahogany knife box of serpentine outline with fitted interior and brass drop handles to the sides
33cm h x 22cm w x 16cm d £50-75

Some sun bleached marks in places

1095 A 19th Century oval mahogany snap top wine table on pillar and tripod base 67cm h x 56cm w x 44cm d
£40-60

Light scratches and pitting in places

1096 A 19th Century rectangular mahogany side table with frieze drawer, raised on square supports 74cm h x
106cm w x 56cm d £60-80

Top warped

1097 A Victorian carved mahogany show frame nursing chair upholstered in red buttoned material, raised on
cabriole supports 91cm h x 51cm w x 47cm d £40-60

Frame loose

1098 A Georgian mahogany chest of serpentine outline fitted 4 graduated drawers with brass ring drop handles,
raised on bracket feet 88cm h x 111cm h x 57cm d ( photo centre pages ) £150-200

This chest has some sun bleaching throughout, minor scratches to the top and replacement feet, the front right
of which has come loose and has had previous repairs. There are some small chips and one section missing
of the beading surrounding the drawers. The chest is otherwise in good condition.

1099 A 1930's Chippendale style oval extending dining table with gadrooned border, raised on cabriole supports
74cm h x 104cm w x 134cm l £50-75

Some light scratches and pitting

1100 A 19th Century sun bleached mahogany oval snap top wine table on pillar and tripod base 67cm h x 57cm w x
40cm d £40-60

Split to top, the base has an old repair

1101 A Victorian figured walnut and brass mounted writing slope with hinged lid 12cm h x 30cm w x 22cm d £40-60

Top slightly warped, contact marks

1102 An oak panel end bedstead 131cm x 138cm £30-50
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1103 A pair of Edwardian Sheraton style painted satinwood open arm chairs with woven cane seats, each 85cm h x
54cm w x 46cm d ( photo centre pages ) £100-150

The arm of one of the chairs is cracked through at the top with a 3mm section of wood missing. This arm
comes off completely but could be fairly easily fixed. The same chair has an old repair to the back right hand
leg. The chairs have some minor scratches and wear but are otherwise in good condition as are the cane
seats.

1104 A Victorian rectangular mahogany table, the centre fitted an adjustable screen with H framed stretcher and
upholstered footrest 73cm h x 40cm w 33cm d £30-50

The pleated silk panel to the centre requires attention, contact marks in places
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